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HIGH TIME
TO LEARN THIS LESSON

HE  FILM  CRITIC  ON  BBC
Radio  Five  Live's  afternoon
programme was adamant that`The  Passion'  is  not  anti-Semitic.

What you must realise, he said, is that
the film is to be understood within the
genre of horror movies.  He went on
to explain how it uses classic horror
film techniques and leaves the viewer
feeling punched in the stomach, which
is  what horror films,  evidently,  are
supposed to do.

He then argued that the portrayal of
the  High  Priest,  Caiaphas,  as  the
incarnation   of   all   evil   and   the
counterpart to Jesus as the incarnation
of all  good,  was  classic  pantomime
villaintechniqueandshouldbereadily
understood  as  such.  That  explained
why Pilate was portrayed as weak and
vacillating -  completely unhistorical
but legitimate in pantomine-wedded-
to -horror-film terms.

He  closed with  dazzling  logic  by
asserting  that  once  you  grasp  what
Mel  Gibson  was  up  to  - making  a
horror   movie    with   pantomime
characters  -  you  will  then  fully
understand why the film is not anti-
Semitic.

The  argument  would  be  simply
silly  if  it  were  not  reflective  of
profound   ignorance    of   history
coupled          with          bottomless
insensitivity.

The  portrayal   of  Jews   as  the
embodiment  of evil,  as  devilish,  is
rooted   in   the   text   of  the   New
Testament  itself.   John's   Gospel
explicitly adopts the terminology. In
fact the heart -if it can be called that -
of  mediaeval  anti-Semitism  is  the
demonisation  of the  Jews  and  the
creation  of a  dualism  in  which  the
Jew      is      de-humanised,      held
responsible  for  all  bad  and  thus
portrayed  as  a  mortal  danger  to  be
warded off by good Christian folk at
all costs.

Along with the historical ignorance
goes  deep  insensitivity.  The  Five
Live  film critic never stopped for a
moment to ask himself how Jews felt
when  watching  the  film.  He  never
asked why they should feel fear and
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despair  that,  after  all  the  apparent
progress  made  over  the  last  fifty
years  through  dialogue,  the  same
pernicious,  unhistorical  and  hateful
intexpretation of the New Testament
story  was  being  revived  as  if  no
leaning from the past had ever taken
place.

Given  the  unseemly  haste  with
which     the     Catholic     Bishops'
Conference rushed to defend the film
and  the  film  critic  of  the  Church
Times  weighed  in,  acquitting  Mel
Gibson  of prejudice,  one  wonders
whether  both  the  secular  and  the
religious  were  uniting  the  post-
Christian  and  Christian  worlds  in  a
rush   to    self-defence   and   self-
justification. `We're not anti-Semitic.
We've put that stuff behind us. These
Jews  are  always hitting us  over the
head with the past when, in fact, they
are the cause of all the troubles in the
world today -look at Israel'.

Ih7hich takes  us  back to  the  radio
and yet another of those interminable
discussions   cum   `phone-ins.   This
particular discussion was between a
gentleman with perfect middle-class
English  tones   and  an  American
j oumalist -presumably no Brits other
than  Jews  can  be  found  to  explain
Israeli  behaviour  these  days.  The
American journalist tried  again  and
again  for  balance  but  the  perfect
Englishman would have none of it.

Finally,  he  said  it  explicitly,  the
terrorism,  the  troubles  across  the
world  from  Kashmir  to  Chechnya,
the  conflict  between  an  American-
led  West  and  the  Muslim  world  -
these  are  all  directly  attributable  `to
the war in Palestine'.

Mel Gibson's The Passion and the
desperate  conflict  in Israel/Palestine
suddenly became united by more than
the  synchronicity  of discussions  on
the BBC's sports radio charmel. The
demonisation  of the  Jew  and  our
portrayal as the cause of all trouble in
the world rear their hateful heads in
cultured   and   plausible   old-new
words." The post-Christian West and
the   Muslim   world   are   both   in
truculent  mood  yet  both  perceive

themselves  to  be  under  attack.   So
they blame  the  Jews  but  deny  anti-
Semitism.

History teaches that history teaches
people nothing, said Hegel.

The  assassination  of the  head  of
Hamas was a relatively uninportant
act -just another brutal killing of a
brutal   man.   Whether   there   are
`moral' parallels to the assassination

of  Heydrich,   `the  Hangman',   in
Prague  in  1942  is  an  open  question
that leads nowhere. History, as Hegel
suggests,    teaches    most    people
nothing    so    we    are    forced    to
concentrate on the present. Which is,
perhaps, just as well.

For    unimportant    though    the
assassination  be,  it  is  the  point  at
which  we  must  recognise  that  the
process of justiflcation and counter-
justification,  of historical  analysis
and  counter-historical  analysis,  of
explanation   and   accusation   has
ceased to have practical relevance or
moral meaning. Even demonstrating
naked anti-Semitism does not deflect
the imperative of the moment.

Now is the point at which we must
recognise  that  ever  since  Yassar
Arafat walked away from the Barak/
Clinton  proposals  and  Arik  Sharon
walked  on  the  Temple  Mount,  the
peoples  of Israel  and Palestine have
been taken in a disastrous  direction.
This road leads only further into the
swamp    of   moral    degradation,
poverty, violence and death.

In fact,  it is now apparent that the
Israeli  and  Palestinian  people  are
standing at the gateway to Gehirmom
- hell.  What is  essential  is  for Jews
and  Muslims,  Britain,  Europe  and,
above all, America to tell them clearly
that they must not enter in. And with
whatever force of argument, political
intervention,  moral  and  economic
pressure  is  necessary  to  turn  them
around  and  reverse  the  direction  in
which  they  have  been  heading  for
these last three years.

Exposing  anti-Semitism  cuts  no
ice.  We  lean nothing  from history.
So let naked self-interest be the spur
- lest we all go down together I
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MY FLOCK TOTALS 15,000
Alex Dukhovny
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borsch,  red  beetroot  soup,  with  sour
cream or work on the Sabbath. When I
asked, " 777!);.?" my mother replied only,
"rradz.fz.o#."    It    was    my    Jewish

education. It was a challenge.
Though her father was  a  Chassidic
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rabbi  she did not have an explanation
as  to  why  Jews  rest  on  Saturday  or
keep  kosher,  as  her  father  had  been
killed,  along with most of her family,
in  the  Holocaust.  She  grew  up  under
communist rule, when it was forbidden
to  practice  Judaism  or  any  religion.
Together  with  my  mother  our  family
practised Judaism  secretly.  Again - a

challenge!
So,  after working  as  a  scientist  for

more  than  twenty  years,  I  set  out  to
answer   my   own   questions   about
Judaism.    Following    the    fall    of
Communism,  I  went  to  Leo  Baeck
College   in   London   to   begin   my
rabbinical studies. During the first year
of my  studies  in  London  I  thought  I
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was being very altruistic.  I gave up  a
job  and a car and a nice apartment to
live in a nun's cell. I came to "suffer"
at  the  age  of forty-four.  Only  during
my    second   year   at   LBC    did   I
understand that I came not only for the
sake  of the  Jews  in  the  Ukraine  -  I
came to discover myself. Again, it was
a challenge.

Now,  after flve years in the Rabbi-
nate,  I  am  deterlnined  to  establish  a
strong and iITeversible Reform move-
ment  in  the  Ukraine.  Challenge  and
challenge  again.  Today  I  serve  as  the
only  Reform/Progressive  rabbi  in  the
Ukraine -a country bigger than France,
with forty-seven Reform congregations
and 15,000 Refomi Jews.

The Reform/Progressive Movement
in  the  Ukraine  started  with  twenty
young  congregants  of  a  community"Ha-Tikvah"  in Kiev.  During the  last

four years, the numbers of Reform con-
gregations in the Ukraine has trebled. I
learned  a  good  lesson  in  the  UK:
Judaism  is  about  me,   it  is  Living
Judaism.  My  teacher,  Rabbi  Colin
Eimer,  once said:  "You need to guide
your congregation as gently as you fry
a  fish".  But  what  about  forty-seven
congregations?  You  may  ask  me:
"How  do  I  manage  these  congrega-

tions?" My answer is contained in the
old story of the rabbi who was looking
for a new job.  When he applied for a
position in one congregation, members
of the  admission board said:  "We are
looking  for  a  rabbi  who  is  responsi-
ble".   Our  applicant  said:   "I  am  the
person you are looking for. Wherever I
worked before, when something went
wrong, the congregation said that I was
responsible".

Being    a    rabbi    for    forty-plus
congregations is  a huge responsibility
and a challenging task. Another lesson
I learned in London was to delegate.  I
am clearly unable to do the work in the
Ukraine on my own.  I have a team of
devoted  lay-leaders  and para-rabbinic
congregational  workers.  I  also  have
support  from  the  World  Union  for
Progressive Judaism, and support from
Exodus    2000,     which    helps     in
establishing  twinning  relations  with
congregations in the UK.

The congregations I serve are differ-
ent.  One  town,  a  fomier  sfefef/,  has
80-90 Jews and all of them belong to
the  Progressive/Refomi  congregation.
What  a  catch.   Other  congregations
have  over  1000  members.  Some  con-
gregations  own  synagogue  buildings,
other  are  like  a  wandering  tribe  -
congregants  meet  in  different  places
every Shabbat. In the absence of fund-
ing for professionals, lay-leaders have
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filled the breach,  a remarkable  devel-
opment in a country with no tradition
of voluntarism and where people have
to  struggle  for  basic  sustenance.  The
average  Ukrainian  pensioner,  includ-
ing  many  in  my  congregations,  gets
£20 a month, while the average salary
is  about £60-70  a month.  The money
doesn't go far, given that a pair of shoes
costs £50-80.

Another  challenge:  although  state-
sanctioned  anti-Semitism  no  longer
exists  in  my  homeland,  Reform  Jews
feel hostility from the Ukraine's ultra-
orthodox  Jewish  establishment.  The
Ukraine's  fifty other rabbis,  minister-
ing  to  more  than  100  ultra-orthodox
congregations, are all born in Israel or
the United States and do not view the
Ukraine's  Reform  congregations  as
legitimate. Possibly my ultra-orthodox
colleagues  simply  do  not  know  that
together with other Enlightment ideas
Refomi  Judaism  entered  the  Ukraine
in the third decade of the  19th century.
Among the first changes in Jewish edu-
cation was the introduction of secular
subjects into the Jewish curriculum in
such places as Lvov, Uman, Kharkov,
Zhitomir,   and  Odessa.   With  these
changes, the first Refom congregations
appeared in Lvov and Odessa together
with  the  construction  of  synagogue
buildings. Nearly two centuries later -
we are again on the map in the Ukraine.

I  work  in  the  Ukraine  to  educate
Jews,  so  they  and  their  children  will
understand who they are - in a different
way  from  the  way  I  did  as  a  child.
When I was three years old my teachers
bathed me and the other children in my
kindergarten class in the middle of the
classroom. The teachers laughed at me
because  I  was  circumcised.   I  went
home  and  cried.  Though  my  mother
reassured   me,   I   felt   a   lingering
discomfort.  "Why  am  I  Jewish?"  I
asked my mum, when I was seventeen
and  my  documents  were  rejected  by
the  university,  simply  because  in  my
passport  it  was  written  that  I  was
Jewish. "Why am I born in the Soviet
Union?"  My  mother  replied:  "Your
history  is  in  this  country.  Your roots
are  here.  There  will  be  a  time  when
you  will  rejoice   in  being   a  Jew."
Twenty   years   later,   when   I   was
travelling  in  Holland,  I  met  a  rabbi
whose  appearance  surprised  me.  "He
couldn't be a rabbi," I thought.  "How
can  a rabbi be  suck  a human-looking
person?"  Until  then  I   could  only
imagine  a  Chassidic  rabbi.  I  did  not
want to go back to the  18th century to
wear sidelocks and black coats. I am a
smart guy - once in the United States,

continued on next page



I overheard two congregants describing
me:  "Rabbi  Dukhovny  is  wearing  a
stylish suit with a snazzy tie and a silk
handkerchief peeking out of his breast
pocket. Clean-shaven Dukhovny looks
more like a businessman from London
than  a  rabbi  from  the  Ukraine.  He
speaks   English   tinged   with   both
Russian and British inflections".

I remain in the Ukraine to help Jews
there  maintain  their  Jewish  identities
and to understand as I did that Judaism
is  multicoloured  and  multifaceted.
Judaism is about each of us.

My decision to stay in my homeland
represents a special choice and another
challenge:  I  was  married  to  a  fellow
rabbi on the day of our 1999 ordination,
and  my wife  Rabbi  Erlene  Wahlhaus
works     in     London.     The     word
"challenge" became a key word in our

family.
There are many Jews in the Ukraine

who  still  think  that  Judaism  is  about
the past. It is not. It is about the present
and  the  future.   This   is  my  joyful
challenge I

Children drawing on the asphalt

Prayer
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I.n .h.is Capf tf ity_ as H?ad Of _the Ref arm Movement in Britain, the Editor of MANNA attempts
to bu.il~d briqges~y}_tp the_major Aid Agencies. Meetings with Barbara Stocking o; Oxf am and Mike Aaronson

of,S.ave^the Cqu.dre.n F.uyd are part. Of a_ process qf contributing in a small-wdy to-greater understanding
Of t¢e f.ears o.f the J.ewish _cope_munip wi_th regard to Israel andr greater under;tandring Of how the conf a-ct

looks to tho.s.? ?hanged with easing .tqe plight Of the innocent victims Of a desperdrte;bider struggl-e.
We hope to carry an article by the Director Of Christian Aid in our next issue.

EVEN TALKING IS HARD
Barbara Stocking

I:ex:Fr:Smy=°Cd¥[s#C#:ees5plr:ac::RrdE:;f
wondering how I came to be so lucky. I
have  loved  previous  jobs,  but  my
children would  say that I  am  in  love
with Oxfam. It is not hard to explain. It
is the cause, of course. Thinking every
day that you are part of a worldwide
enterprise  to  overcome  poverty  and
suffering is immensely satisfying. Then
there  are  the  staff,  all  of them  so
committed,  often  some  of the  best
people  in their field. When I  visit our
programmes  overseas  I  am  over-
whelmed by the  sense  of family,  and
also by the incredible skills of our staff
and partners in helping people to help
themselves.

There is plenty of grit, too. Oxfam is
not a perfectly run, perfectly effective
organisation. How could it be when we
are  often working  in the  most  distant
and lawless parts of the world? There
is plenty of management challenge and
almost  daily  new  dilemmas  to  face.
That probably surprised me the most in

joining Oxfam.
Oxfam  has  three   approaches  to

overcoming poverty and suffering: our
humanitarian relief work, to save lives;
our longer term development work to
help people get out of poverty; and our
campaigning  work  on  the  causes  of
poverty.

As  a  humanitarian  agency  we  are
signed   up   to   the   Red   Cross/Red
Crescent  Movement  and  the  Non-
Govemmental  Organisation  (NGO)
Code of Conduct.  This commits us to
independence and impartiality. We are
also committed to acting and persuad-
ing  others  to  act  within  International
Humanitarian  Law,  the  Geneva  Con-
ventions  and  their  protocols.  These
commitments  are  significant  because
so much of our humanitarian work, our
work on water and sanitation or food
and nutrition, takes place in the midst
of conflict. It is our humalritarian work
both on the ground and our associated
advocacy work, publicly and privately,
which produce  the  greatest  dilemmas
including  in Israel  and the Palestinian

Territories.
Dilemmas  for  aid  agencies  are  not

new,  but  they  have  taken  on  a  new
dimension recently  with  the  invading
armies     coming     from     Western
countries, including our own. The need
to  be  impartial  and  be  seen  to  be
impartial  then becomes  critical  for us
to operate as a humanitarian agency in
these countries at all.

In Iraq we had to take a decision on
whether  we  had  the  remit  to   say
anything  about the  war at all.  On the
basis  of  our  experience  there  in  the
first Gulf War we felt we had to speak
against      war      because      of     the
humanitarian catastrophe we had seen
then.   In  order  to  demonstrate  our
impartiality we declined to take money
from  the  U.K.  government.  We  also
declined passes to enter Iraq issued by
the  coalition  forces  and  waited  until
we  could  go  in with the  U.N.  As  we
have  seen,  for  complex  reasons  both
the    U.N.    and    the    International
Committee  of  the  Red  Cross,  the
guardians of the Geneva Conventions,
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were attacked and we were all  forced
to leave.

So the dilemmas of what to do and
what to  say  are  all  around  our work,
but nowhere more strongly than in the
Israel/Palestinian  Territories  conflict.
We   have   been   in  the   Palestinian
Territories   since   1948   and  are  still
working  on  water  and  livelihoods  as
well  as  with  Bedouin  tribes  in  Israel
itself.  With our mandate to  overcome
poverty,   the   need   to   be   in   the
Palestinian    Territories    has    only
increased  over  the  last  few  years  as
poverty  has  increased  dramatically.
Over   ten   years   ago,   Oxfam   was
challenged about  a draft policy paper
on the Middle East. It taught us that we
must have  an  open  dialogue  with  the
UK  Jewish  Community  if we  speak
out.  Two  years  ago  we  felt we  could
not  keep  quiet  about  the  breaches  of
International Humanitarian Law which
we  see  daily.  We  would  speak  about
this in any other crisis around the world
where we  were working.  We  decided
we would be more public  about what
we saw - for example the real concerns
about destruction of water supplies and
access  to  water.  But  we  have  sought
and continue to make sure all that we
say    is    directly    linked    to     our
humanitarian action on the ground. We
understood,  and  I  understand  it  even
better  now,  that  Israelis  and  Jewish
people  across  the  world  have  a  deep
and  terrifying  existential  fear  about
Israel.  We  always  reaffirm  Israel's
right  to  exist,  but  also  the  right  of

Dilemmas fior aid
agencies are not

new, but they have
taken on a new

dimension recendy
with the i"ading
arrhies corying
f rom VIestern

countries , including
our own. The

need to be inpartial
and be seen to be

inpartial then
becomes oritical
f;or us to operate
as a hunahitarian

agency in these
countries at all.

Palestinians to a state. We have tried to
understand,    particularly    through
Jewish  colleagues  here,  but also  with
groups  in  Israel,  the  fear  there  is  in
daily life in Israel and we have publicly
condemned suicide bombing. We have
also sought to understand the effects of
the collective punishment exerted over
Palestihians  in the Territories through
closures, curfews, and now the security
fence.

Knowing how sensitive these issues
are, I and other colleagues have spent
time  trying  to  understand  what  is
happening from the different points of
view,  but  also  trying  to  explain  why
we  are raising concerns.  The  intent is
to  be  able  to  debate  the  different
positions  we  and  others  might  have,
not to fall into stereotypes or to read so
much in to such simple words. And so
it  was,  that  I  began  meeting  both
religious  and  secular  leaders  from
different faith communities, especially
Jewish and Muslim leaders in the U.K.
I learnt quickly that what I understood
as    a    `civilian'     in    the    Geneva
Conventions was much more complex
- Palestinians  saw  settlers  as  militias
for  example,   as   they  carry  arms.
Israelis saw all Palestinians as potential
terrorists and not civilians at all. What
a  mess.  And  so  it  goes  on.  As  many
people  have  noted,   there  are  two
completely different narratives.

Gradually,  out of these meetings,  a
nulnber  of  actions  emerged.  First  of
all,  it  seemed  a  good  idea  to  bring

continued on next page
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Madarma village. The villagers had no access to their water source so were collecting
water in containers on their donkey.

together Jews, Muslims, Christians and
secular,  including  Oxfam  agencies  to
see  if we  could reaffirm  commitment
to    humanitarian    principles    and
sometimes speak together - as we did
over   Iraq.    If   faith,    culture   and
especially politics divide us,  could we
stand  together  on  the  humanitarian
principles?    An    offshoot    of   this
grouping  was  that  our  development
education staff came together to work
on  a  project  with  and  for  children.
Teachers'  workshop  materials  and  a
poster have been produced. The poster,
showing three  children  from different
faith communities says it all: ``We work
together, can you?"

The  other  major  activity  has  been
the development of an infomal forum

with a wider group of people focusing
on the Middle East. The agencies were
asked  to  bring  together  leaders  from
faith communities to try to understand
better what each is saying - the fears,
the  misunderstandings,  the  narratives.
We required that people attending were
prepared to be open and hold back on
their  prejudices.   For  Jewish  people
attending  such  a  seminar there  was  a
risk  of being  perceived  by  others  in
their  community  as  siding  with those
who are against Israel, or, even worse,
anti-Semitic.  It  was  difficult  to  get
regular   attendance   from   Muslim
leaders, for example from the Muslim
Council    of   Britain    because    the
demands on their time since September
llth.    2001    have   been    enormous.

Everyone  including  politicians  wants
to know what Muslims in this country
are  thinking.  I  have  been  genuinely
impressed  with  how  people   have
sought  to  understand  and  to  engage.
We began with the  way  International
Humanitarian  Law  in  the  conflict  is
viewed by the  different communities.
A  moving  moment  came  when  a
leading Jewish rabbi described what it
must be like to live under curfew, and a
Muslim academic described the Israeli
fear of suicide bombing. We explored
the range of beliefs/views within each
community  in  this  country  about  the
conflict.  At  the  next  meeting  we  are
going   to   grapple   with   the   most
contentious  issue  of all,  the  right  of
return of Palestinian refugees.

Why are we doing this? And does it
make any difference at all? In the big
political scheme of things, the answer
to  the  latter  is  probably  no.   That
doesn't absolve us from trying - small
acorns and all that. Is this group going
anywhere? Who knows? That is in the
hands of those who attend. They can, if
they wish, use the contacts to exchange
across communities, for example to get
people  to  give  talks  in  the  "other"
communities.  But that is an individual
responsibility.   It  is  hard  for  many
people  who  have  attended  the  group,
because  there   are   people   in   such
communities with much more extreme
views and often those are picked up in
the  media.   So  our  more  moderate,
reasoned positive members can be seen
as betraying the cause.

Where  we  start  from  is  ordinary
people.  Can  we  help  people  in  this
country to understand each other a little
better?  We  can  try  and  do  this  more
directly  in  Israel  and  the  Palestinian
Territories,  especially  by  supporting
those  who  work  across  the  divide  or
work together on peace.  We  can help
those  people  more  by  encouraging  a
groundswell  for peace  from  the  U.K.
through   the   many   personal   and
organisational   links.   I   suppose   I,
speaking  for  myself here  and  not  for
Oxfam,  have  a  strong  belief  that  if
ordinary people want peace and we can
support them to  work  together  across
the  divide,  they  will  find  a  way  to
achieve  it.  So  often  with  peace,  it  is
only when ordinary people  demand it
that politicians listen.

So if the children can work together,
can we? I

BARBARA  STOCKING  CBE   Aczs  bee#   frfee
Director   of  OXFAM   since   2001.   A  former
Fellow in Health Poliey at the King's Fund, she
has  held  senior  positioris  within  the  NHS  c[nd
published  extensively  in  the  area  of  Medical
Technologies.
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The skyscrapers Of modern Eel Awiv
are clearly visible from the hills near Qalqilya
where Israel's inf;anous ne:w "Security Fence"

if you are Israeli, or "Separation VIall" if you are
Palestinian, pens the Palestinians Of the West

Bank into an increasingly small area.

LIVING
WITHOUT A FUTURE

Mike Aaronson

IIAVE JUST RETURNED FROM
a visit to Save the Children's workI: Jerusalem, The West Bank,  and

Gaza, and I fear that this title describes
all  too  well  the  seemingly  hopeless
situation  of children  in the  Occupied
Palestinian Territories  (OPT). Yet this
title  was  suggested  to  me  not  by  a
Palestinian  but by  an  Israeli  human
rights activist, as applying equally to all
children  living  under  effective  Israeli
control, i.e. in Israel as well as the OPT.

The   geographical   closeness   of
Israelis  and  Palestinians  comes  as  a
shock,   given  the  enormity  of  the
psychological divide between them.  It
takes only 45 minutes by taxi from Tel
Aviv  airport  to  Arab  East  Jemsalem,
on  a  new,   Israeli-built  motorway.
Although  this  cuts  through  the  West
Bank,  the  Palestinian  inhabitants  are
not  allowed  to  use   it  for  security
reasons.

From Jerusalem it is a mere 50 miles
to  the  crossing  into  Gaza  at  Erez.
Negotiating    this    is    a    daunting
experience. Leaving our car at the end
of the highway on the Israeli side, we
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walked  through  a  sinister  no-mans-
land,  clearing  Israeli  and  Palestinian
border controls before being collected
by local transport on the other side to
bounce  down  badly  pot-holed  and
chaotic roads into Gaza City: from the
First  World  to  the  Third  in  about  a
kilometre.

The skyscrapers of modem Tel Aviv
are  clearly  visible  from the  hills  near
Qalqilya where Israel's infamous new"Security Fence" if you are Israeli, or
"Separation Wall" if you are Palestin-

ian, pens the Palestinians of the West
Bank  into  an  increasingly  small  area.
The UN estimates that the wall/fence,
if it is completed according to current
plans, will take away 14.5% of the land
allocated to the Palestinians under the
pre-1967 "Green Line" boundaries.

The   wall/fence   cuts   Palestinian
farmers off from their fields, prevents
families  from  visiting  their  relatives,
and  forces  children  to  pass  through
military  checkyoints  on  their  way  to
school.  Seen  in  Israel  as  a  necessary
protection  against  Palestinian  suicide
bombers,  in the OPT it is experienced

as a means of economic  strangulation
and psychological humiliation.  In fact
it    is    only    the    most    dramatic
manifestation   of   the   progressive
separation  of  the  two  communities.
According to the UN,  in the Northern
West   Bank   alone   there   are   396
checlapoints,  roadblocks,  dirt mounds,
and ditches sealing off roads and tracks
around  villages  and  towns.  Driving
around was, for us, a complex sequence
of diversions, detours, and negotiations
with  the  Israeli  military;  Palestinian
residents  find  it  almost  impossible  to
go beyond their immediate vicinity.

For most of its length the completed
section of the wall/fence is a 50 metre-
wide  no-go  area  comprising  ditches,
rolls     of    razor     wire,     and     an
electronically  monitored  12  foot-high
chain  link  fence.   In  areas  of  high
population  density  it  becomes  a  24
foot-high wall. I crossed it where, as a
fence, it separates the twin villages of
Azzun Atma and Beit Amin. Here the
line  it  takes  ensures  that  the  Israeli
settlement of Sha'are Tiqva,  which is
on  the  Palestinian  side  of the  Green
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Line,  remains  under  Israeli  military
protection.  But  it  also  cuts  off  the
children of Beit Amin from their two
schools on the -now -Israeli side. The
settlement sits  on the hill overlooking
the primary  school.  The  settlers  have
thrown  their  rubbish  down  onto  the
hillside  above the  school,  and sewage
from the settlement flows out onto the
road just below  it.  The  school's  own
external toilets are falling apart, but a
replacement   block   in   the   school
compound has a demolition order on it
on  the  grounds  that  it  presents   a
security   threat   to   the   settlement
because it could conceal a sniper.

A  few  kilometres  further north the
fence  runs  right  alongside  the  school
of Ras Atiya. As in Beit Amin, in order
to get to school from their homes many
of the children have to cross through a
gate manned by Israeli soldiers, which
is clearly visible from the playground.
Only  pass-holders   selected  by  the
Israeli authorities - including children
- can pass through the gate, and only at
limited times during the day, which are
not  always  respected.  If a  child  falls
sick when the gate is closed they must
wait until it opens before they can go
home.

Save  the  Children  recently  carried
out workshops at both schools to give
the children a chance to talk about the
wall/fence.   People   working   with
children  under  the  psychologically
cramping  conditions  of  curfew  and
containment  stress  the  inportance  of
giving  children  the  opportunity  to
express their feelings if they are not to
resort  to   other,   more   destructive,
responses.  The children's messages to
the outside world about the wall/fence
range from the defiant - "We will resist
and  we  will  explode  Israel.  We  will
keep  fighting  until  the  last  drop  of
blood we have.  I myself will kill you;
we  are  not  weak.  My  only  dream  is
becoming a martyr for my country." -
to the pathetic "Please move the wall a
bit   further,   we   are   trapped   and
imprisoned.  We  want  anyone  to  help
us  a  little  bit  because  we  are  afraid,
they exploited our land. We really need
anyone to help us. Thank you."

Despite  living  in  these  conditions
the children I met showed, as children
living   in   poverty   always    do,    a
hulnbling degree of resilience. I found
myself wondering  about  the  children
on the Israeli side of the divide. About
the impact on poverty in Israel of the
huge  cost  of the  wall/fence  and  of
enforcing the closure policy generally;
severe  budgetary  cutbacks  in  the  last
few years have hit poor Israelis hard. I
wondered about the fear Israeli parents
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in  the  cities  must  feel  sending  their
children  on the bus  to  school  and not
knowing whether they will fall victim
to  a  suicide  bomber  and  about  the
children  of the  settlers  barricaded  on
their hilltop,  apparently contemptuous
of everything around them. What kind
of environment is this for a child?

In   short,   all   children   in   Israel/
Palestine   lose   out  because   of  the
uuresolved  political  situation,  .which
cries out for dialogue between the two
sides.  But this  is precisely  what  is  so
hard to achieve. During my visit I had
separate  meetings  in  Ramallah  and
Jerusalem respectively with Palestinian
and  Israeli  organisations.  We  wanted
to  bring  them  together  but  it  was
simply  too  difficult.  Cross-boundary
co-operation that developed following

Sitting in I;el
Ayiv airport on
my way home,
still numbed
by what I had

seen Of the wall/
f;once, I was
stopped in my

tracks by a
headline in the

"Jerusalem Post" ,

which proclaimed :
``Fence good f tor

Palestinians , too."

the  Oslo  Accords  has  virtually  dried
up. The politics of mistrust, hatred and
separation has  proved too  powerful  a
deterrent  even  for  well-intentioned
organisations  trying  to  transcend  the
divide.  Sitting  in  Tel  Aviv  airport  on
my way home, still numbed by what I
had  seen  of  the  wall/fence,  I  was
stopped in my tracks by a headline in
the      "Jerusalem      Post",      which
proclaimed:      "Fence      good      for
Palestinians, too."

This  tragic  situation  also  demon-

strates how hard it is for humanitarian
agencies to do their job when there is
so  little  common ground between the
belligerents.  For many years  Save the
Children has worked to help  improve
the lives of palestinian children -train-
ing  midwives,  supporting  early  years
education,  helping  integrate  children
with   disabilities   into   mainstream
services and, more recently, during the
severe  fighting,  meeting  emergency
needs. This work speaks for itself, and
establishes our credentials as an impar-
tial, humanitarian agency.

But   for   many   Palestinians   the
external   agencies   are   seen  not   as
humanitarian actors, but as instruments
of   Western    donor   governments,
making life under occupation tolerable
but not challenging its legitimacy.  On
the  other hand,  by  drawing  attention,
as  we  believe  we  must  do,  to  the
appalling violations of childrens ' rights
as a result of Israel' s policies of closure
and containment we expose ourselves
to  charges  of bias  in  favour  of the
Palestinians. This is especially difficult
for us  because,  as  the  needs  are  on  a
much smaller scale and there are others
better placed than we to deal with them,
we do not currently work in Israel.

But  if  the  children  of  Israel  and
Palestine are to have hope for the future
all  of us  -  Israelis,  Palestinians,  and
those from outside - must learn to raise
our voices together, speaking the same
language  of  children's  rights,  and
demanding a just and lasting peace as
the  best  way  to  secure  them.  As  I
learned  from  my  meetings  on  both
sides of the line, there is a key role that
international  agencies  like  Save  the
Children  can play here.  It  consists  of
collecting good quality information on
the negative impact of the conflict on
children  in  both  Israel  and  the  OPT.
This can then be used to target public
opinion   both   in   the   region   and
internationally,    as    well    as    key
governments and other donors, on the
need    for   more    enlightened    and
courageous    policies    than    those
currently  on  the  table.  Never  did  the
words of our founder, Eglantyne Jebb,
need  more  to  be  heard:  "Every  war,
just or unjust, disastrous or victorious,
is a war against the child" I

MIKE  AARONSON  wczs  bor#  I.#  £o#cJo#  I.#
1947.  He first worked for Save the Children in
Nigeria at the end of the Biofi.an War. After  16
years  in  HM  Diplomatic  Service  he  rejoined
Save  the  Children  in  1988  and  has  been  the
charity's  Director  General  since   1995.  He  is
also a Governor Of the Westminster Foundation
for  Democracy,  the  Chair  Of the  Board  Of the
Centre for  Humanitarian  Dialogue  in  Geneva,
and  a  Visitirlg  Fellow  of  Nuffleld  College,
Oxford.
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A NEW BOOK FOR
OUR BIBLE

David Meyer

TIlis is the first of a two-part article on the Shoah Scroll.
Part two will appear in our July 2004 issue.

0NE DAY, SEATED ALONE IN
the  study house,  Jacob said to
God, "I have no doubt that you

are the Almighty and that whatever you
do,  you  do  for  the  best,  but  it  is
impossible   for   me   to    obey   the
commandment `You shall love tky God' .
No,  I cannot, Father, not in this life" .
Such are the powerful words that Jacob
- the hero  of Isaac Bashevis  Singer's
`The  Slave'  -uses  to  reflect  on  the

suffering he endured and witnessed in
his  life.  In a similar way, these words
could  also  describe  what  the  Sfeo¢fe
represents for many among us, within
Jewish communities today - an abyss,
a total darkness posing huge questions
about  God  and  our  faith.  The  S7zoczfe
makes  us  question  everything  we
thought the biblical narrative taught us
about God,  a God of compassion and
justice, a God committed to His people,
a God who intervenes in history and a
God who protects and saves us in times
of need. The Holocaust washes aside all
these  assumptions.  Like  Jacob  in
Singer's  story,  it makes  us  query the
very basis of our tradition. How can we
love  God  in  this  life?  How  can  we
express,  religiously,  the  doubts  of our
faith?

After   the   Second   World   War,
attempts  were  made  to  fix  a  proper
date  to  remember  our  Six  Million.
Ultimately,  the  27th  of  Nissan  was
established  as  the  "official"  date  for
such a commemoration and more and
more  communities  are  now  holding
special memorial services on that day.
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Attempts  have  also  been  made  to
design  a  proper  liturgy  for  that  day.
Many prayer books now have a special
section dedicated to this commemora-
tion.   Finding   a  proper  liturgy  to
commemorate   yo"  fJcrsfeoczfe   is   an
essential part of what transmission  of
memory must be about.  Our tradition
has made us understand that a date in
itself  is  never  sufficient.  Books  and
rituals  are  .also  needed  to  remember
events of the past. In addition, "z./zvo/
or  commandments  are  equally  neces-
sary  to  enable  significant  episodes  of
our history to take root in our tradition
and be  transmitted to  the  generations
that  follow.   It  is  in  so  doing  that
Pesach,   Shavuot,   Succot,    17th   of
Tamuz, 9th of Av and other dates, have
found their place in the national, com-
munal  and  religious  history  of  our
people.

In 2003 a new attempt was made to
give  yo772  fJczsfeo¢fe  a proper  liturgical
context.  The  Conservative  Rabbinical
Assembly, together with the Schechter
Institute   of  Jewish   Studies,   have
published   a   little   booklet   called`C Megillat Hashoah:' , the Shoah Scroll,

which is a mixture of memorial prayers
and  meditations,  together  with  a  six
chapter story relating to the  events of
the  Holocaust.  1`his  story  or A4egz.//czfe
is  a  mixture  of  individual  lives  and
deep   philosophical   and   religious
questioning.  The  story  is  written  in
Biblical   Hebrew   with   an   English
translation on the facing page.

While   breaking   new  ground   in

establishing  yo773 frczsfeoofe  as  a  major
commemoration   in   our   liturgical
calendar,     and     while     in     itself
extraordinarily profound and powerful
and thus enabling us to express through
its  reading  many  of our  emotions,  it
seemed to me that one dimension was
still lacking. After much research and
soul searching, I felt that the format of
this j`4:egz.//CZJ fJczsfeoczfe, a small booklet
of about  sixty pages  should  not be  a
booklet at all but it should be a proper
scroll,  written  by  a  proper  scribe,  on
proper parchment, following the proper
scribal  traditions   and  laws.   If  the
assumption   was   that   in   order   to
remember the Sfeoczfe,  one must root it
in  tradition,  then  the  date  and  the
liturgy in itself could not be sufficient.
Surely, it must also be necessary to use
the "tools" of our tradition in order to
anchor   yo772  fJczsfeocz%   deeply   in   our
days of official remembrance. A proper
scroll  could be  such  a tool  and  could
help  give  this  day  its  proper place  in
Judaism. From there, the idea emerged
of transforming this little booklet into
a proper  scroll  written by  a  scribe.  A
transformation that would be, in many
ways,  similar  to  the  process  which
enabled the A4legz.//cf Esther to become
part  of the  Bible.  Immediately,  three
questions were raised. Does it mean, if
we were to write a new scroll, that we
were adding a new book to the Bible?
And if the answer to this first question
was  `yes',  then  who  would  have  the
authority  to  make  such  an  addition?
And  lastly,  if  such  an  addition  was
indeed needed, what would this mean
about the Sfeoczfe and about the Bible?

The suggestion that a new A4legz.//czfe
might  be  needed  in  order  to  express
what the Sfeo¢fe represents for us sends
a very powerful  message.  It  says  that
the Bible,  with all  of its books,  is not
"sufficient"  to  describe  the  events  of

the  past  century.  Yes,  suffering  did
happen before  and  injustice  has  been
part   of  our  world   since   its   very
beginning,  but  the  psychological  and
religious impact that the Sfeoczfe has had
on Judaism today is unprecedented. To
express  the  deep  questioning  of faith
that  the  reality  of the  Sfeoczfe  imposes
on us,  and to  echo this unprecedented
feeling, something new and different is
indeed needed. The reading of the book
of Job or the many descriptions of the
suffering  that  one  can  find  in  the
prophetic writings, do still speak to us
Jews  in  the twenty-first  century.  Yet,
these books do not enable us to relate
in an appropriate manner to the events
suffered  by  the  Jewish  people  under
the Nazi regime. Not only because the
magnitude of the Sfeocz% is not reflected
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in the Bible. It also raises this question:
Who could understand the death of the
six   million   as   being   part   of  the
traditional  biblical  theory  of reward
and  punishment?  The  old  concept  of
"77".p7cez. feczfczez.#"", because of our sins,

is totally inadequate.
To      declare      the      Bible      as

"insufficient"    is    a    very    daring

statement, but it is not heretical. A very
similar  question  was  asked  by  our
sages  in  Talmudic  times  concerning,
among  others,  the  book  of  Esther.
Should the book of Esther be included
in the Bible? Do we need such a book
to  echo  events  that  Esther  and  the
Jewish  people  were   said  to  have
endured at the time? Tractate Megillali
7a,  discusses this  issue  at length.  The
Rabbis   are   there   discussing   the
assumed  holiness  of the  book.  This
discussion  takes  the  form  of  three
questions: Are the events of the time so
different from  other past events  as  to
justify  a  new  scroll?  Is  such  a  scroll"inspired"?  Does  that  particular  text

render  one's  hands  unclean?  Reading
and studying these Talmudic passages
is a fascinating exercise as we can see
that relevance to today's discussion on
cia "f3ed for a. mow Megillat Hashoah.
The  question today is  identical to  the
one   asked   by   the   Rabbis   many
centuries ago. Do we need such a book
to convey the experience of the Sfeoczfe?
Can  such  a book,  coming  out  of the
depth of suffering, be "inspired"? Will
this book have the ability to make one' s
hands unclean?

Since  the  Bible  is  insufficient  to
describe the reality of the Sfooczfe, a new
"cgz.//cr%   is  needed  and  should  be
considered for possible addition to the
biblical  canon.  The  question  of  the
"inspiration"  Qf such  a  A4egz./J¢fe  is  a

more complex issue. The inspiration of
a  Biblical  book  is  supposed to  reveal
the  spirit  of  God  that  animated  the
writers of the text or at least the events
that have sparked the writing. Speaking
about  "inspiration"  when  one  reads
about  the  Sfeo¢fe  only  highlights  the
difficulty of finding "a place for God"
in  the   very   midst   of  places   like
Auschwitz. For many, Auschwitz is the
opposite  of revelation,  the  experience
of the non-existence of God or at least
the silence and absence of God in our
lives. For others the voice of God was
still  heard  in  Auschwitz  and  as  such
the possibility to  create  an "inspired"
text from the ashes of the concentration
camps does make real sense.

Being  "inspired"  is  not just  about
the  experience  of the  events  but  also
about the impact such events can have
on our religious life. From that point of
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view, many Jews are "inspired" by the
Sfeoczfe,  at  least  in the  way  they  think
about  their  own  faith  and  their  own
practice of Judaism. In many ways, the
Sfeoczfe  has  radically  changed  the  face
of  Jewish  life  in  the  20'h  and  2|st
centuries and from that point of view,
though full of darkness  and suffering,
the  Sfeoczfe  is  an  event  that  "inspires"
what  Judaism  has  become   and  is
becoming.

Last,  is  the  difficult  question  of
knowing if this A4legz.//cz% has the ability
to  "make  one's  hands  unclean"?  The

For others the voice
Of God was still

heard in Auschwitz
and as such the

possibility to create
an "inspired" text
from the ashes Of
the concentration
co[mps does mak

real sense.

Talmudic  expression  refers  to  the
technical  aspect  of  a  biblical  book,
written on parchment made of the skin
of a dead animal and therefore ritually
unclean.  Yet,  spiritually,  the message
conveyed by  this  expression  is  much
more powerful.  To  declare  a book  as
"having the ability to make ones hands

unclean"  indicates  the  potential  for
danger  that  must  be  part  of  any
"inspired"  or  holy  text.  It  is  a  well-

known fact that the power of a sacred
text can be used for good and for evil.
One  can  be  inspired  by  the  biblical
writings but one can also find in it all
the  arguments  to  justify  one's  own
violence and hatred. From that point of
view, a biblical text can be compared
to a double-edged sword. The A4egz.//cz/
Hczs%ocz¢  is  no  exception,  though  the
potential danger it might contain is of a
different nature. Although the text can
be a source of inspiration for our lives,
helping us to understand the events of
the past so as to make sure that they are
not repeated in the future against us or
against any other people - thus making
us  understand  the  necessity  for  love,
compassion, justice and decency in the
world - the ritualization of such a text
also carries its own "dark side".

Shmuel Trigano has already warned
Jewish communities around the world
against  the  danger  of ritualizing  the
commemoration   of   yo77€   Hczs%oczfe.
Colrmemorating the Sfeoczfe  with  such
ritual tools as an official date, a proper
liturgy  and  eventually  a  A4legz.//czfe,  he
argued, would only root the Judaism of
tomorrow  in  the  ashes  of the  Sfeoczfe
and therefore in death. This process, in
turn, would "christianize" Judaism, by
entrenching  Judaism  in  death  and
suffering. Just as Christianity has been
built  on  the  suffering,   death  and
redemption  of Jesus  Christ,  so  would
Judaism tend to become  embedded in
the  suffering  and  death  of  our  Six
Million    and    eventually    in    the
subsequent  redemption  that  the  State
of  Israel  represents.  Judaism  as  we
know it today, is a religion of life. How
could  we  risk  modifying  this  central
tenet  of our  tradition  by  making  the
Sfeoczfe  and  death  one  of the  core  and
essential pillars of our tradition?

That  objection  to  the  process  of
ritualization  of  yon  fJczsfeoczfe  cannot
be  ignored.  One  could easily imagine
that if a rabbinic assembly such as the
one that existed in the Talmudic times,
were  to  exist  today,  a  fundamental
discussion would take place among the
sages  and  rabbis.  Unfortunately,  we
have no rabbinical assembly today that
could, as in ancient times, discuss such
issues and decide the possible inclusion
of new creative writing into the biblical
canon.  Lacking  authority,  this  new
Megz.J/czfe  can be  nothing  more  than  a
suggestion  and  a proposal.  It will  no
doubt     be     judged     by     Jewish
communities  around the  world  in the
years  to  come  and  might  become  an
accepted  A4lz.7€feflg,   or   custom.   The
"trick"  is  as  old  as  Judaism  itself.  A

habit  becomes  a  custom  once  it  is
accepted  by  Jewish  communities.  No
need for any official stamp of approval.
Today,  one  can  only put  forward the
idea. cjf tL Megillat  Hashoah. TNe wrll
see  in time  if it takes root within the
accepted  practices  of  Judaism.  If  it
does,  then  it  would  represent  a  new
addition to the Bible. If it does not, the
idea of the Sfeoczfe scroll will simply be
abandoned  and  others  within  the
Jewish people will continue to work in
other  ways  to  enable  generations  to
come to remember the suffering of our
people in the 20th century I

RABBI DAVID MEYER wczs bor#  I.# FJ'cz"ce
and  holds  Bachelor  and  Masters  degrees from
urriversities in Paris. He trained for the Rabbinate
at  the  Leo  Baeck  Couege:  Centre for  Jewish
Education.  Afiter  a  spell  with  the  Progressive
community in Brussels,  he now serves  Brightoy
Roforln  Synagogue.  He  writes  regularly f;or Le
Monde,  le Figaro czHd La Libre Belgique.
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WITH  PHOTOGRAPHS AND AN  INTRODUCTION  BY FRANK DABBA SMITH
AND AN AFTERWORD  BY MICHAEL SHIRE
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Lewis and Cathy, Harrow, May 2001

Frank Dabba Smith

I•   ,ae.riRE  i

N  JUDAISM,  THE  GREATEST
gift of all is the gift of life. And a
new life is idealized as an object of

joy and sweetness and is to be treated
with love and veneration. To honour the
new life is to honour the mystery of all
creation and, in time, the child will lean
to  conduct him/herself in  a way that
honours God.

The  earliest  years  -  those  prior  to
formal learning - are to be filled with
overwhelming  joy  and  revelling;   a
giant celebrative holiday. The precious
infant  is  to  be  guarded,  too,  for  the
parent  shelters  against  the  perceived
dangers of a hurried if not dangerous,
hostile world.

But the sheltered holiday must end.
The child is wholly attracted to what it
does not yet know. And the nurturing
parent must let go of the gift that they
have received if the child is to survive
and flourish in the company of others.
The ultimate  gift is not to be idolized
or  captured.  Rather,  it  is  to  be  freed,
given  to  itself.  But  how  to  learn  to
more    fully    respect   himself   and
others? I

RABBI  FRANK  DABBA  SNITH,  cz  d!.sfz.H-
guished photographer,  is  the  author  Of Elsie's
War  (with  an  introduction  by  Henri  Cartier~
Bresson).  He is rabbi Of Harrow and Wembley
Progressive  Synagogue.

continued on next page
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Miriam, Lewis and Papa Mike, Nortlowood, July  1996

Mirian, San Diego, July 2001
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Miriarm, Sarah and Lewis, Rome, December 2003

Michael Shire

Young Samuel was in
the service of God under Eli.

In those dciys the word of God was
rare, prophecy was not widespread.
One day Eli was asleep in hi.s usual

place; his eyes had begu:n to fail and
he could barely see. The lanap Of God
had not yet gone out and Samuel was
sleeping in the I:emple Of God where

the Ark Of the Eternal was. God called
out to Samuel and he answered

`Hirmeni'. He ram to Eli cued said,

Here I can. You called me. . . If.you are
called again say, speak God for your

servant is listering.  (Samuel 3)
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TIH CIHLD CORES TO LEARNING
with    his    very    own    gifts.
When God calls to Samuel in the

Temple,  Eli the High Priest could not
hear the words of God.  Only  Samuel,
the young child had an insight into that
which was beyond them. Samuel listens
and this simple young boy exemplifies
the  Jewish  notion  of the  child  as
`predestined priest'.

As our children grow, we see them
develop  their  innate  skills  from  the
gorgeous  smile  of  recognition,  the
instinct  to  stand  and  walk,  the  first
tentative words. For Judaism, speaking
and  walking  allows  the  inner  instinct
of the child to meet the world at large.
A religious life can begin as the Sfee"cz
is  recited  and,  hand  in  hand,  a  child
leads  its  parent  to  the  synagogue.
Martin Buber speaks of this instinct of
origination,  meeting  the  educative
forces of life. A new window opens in
the  life of the child and a dialogue is
formed  with the  reality  of the  world.
This is a relationship that flows one to
the other. It is one in which the sights,
smells,  sounds,  touch  and  tastes  of
Jewish heritage  are  vivid  images  and
memories. But the child is not simply

moulded by this environment, it leams
how   to   interact   with   this   world,
choosing and selecting from all around
it  according  to  its  own  insight  and
wonder. It is beginning to leam in order
to  trust,  love  and  serve.   So  Samuel
listens and hears how he must serve.

How can this leaming meet the inner
needs of the child in order to develop
what Heschel calls  `self attachment to
the  Source'? From the  self comes the
need  for self-expression,  an ability to
speak  and  define  the  child's  needs.
How liberating it is for the parent when
the child can say `I'm hungry, tired or
sad'.  Now  we  can  meet  those  needs.
But  self-expression  is  not  the  end,
merely a means to an end in the Jewish
child.   For  it  is   called  to  a  greater
attachment  whose  values  are  beyond
its  own  self  and  reaches  out  to  its
family and its community, its past and
its  future.  It  looks  beyond  itself and
sees the grandparent it is named after
and  wonders.  It  asks,  `How  did  God
make this?' and wonders. Leaning has
begun I

RABBI   DR   MICHAEL   J   SHIRE   I.s   cr
distinguished educator and Vice Principal, Leo
Baeck College - Centre for Jewish Education.
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ivl%rwlNIA
ESSAY

GOLEMS OFF SCREEN
Byron L Sherwin

ELH WHSEL HAS CORRECTIJY
described  the  golem  as  "the
most famous creature in Jewish

lore and fantasy" and I know of no other
post-BiblicalJewishlegendthathashad
a more pervasive and profound impact
on modem western culture than the
legend of the  golem.  Since the  first
decades of the twentieth-century, the
golem has been the subject of novels,
plays,  poems,  short  stories,  operas,
films  and ballets.  In recent  decades,
golems  also  have been featured  in
television programmes,  comic books
and childrens' games.  Once familiar
only to a small cadre ofrecondite Jewish
scholars, once restricted to the domain
of Jewish  mystical  literature  and
folklore,   the   golem  has  become
somewhat of a modem celebrity.

Not only does the  golem currently
appear    in    a    wide    variety    of
contemp orary artistic genre, but writers
such a§ I.8. Singer and artists such as
Christian Boltanski have described the
process of the creation of a golem as a
metaphor for artistic expression itself.
In  addition,  sociologists  of  science,
Harry Collins  and Trevor Pinch have
depicted  contemporary  science  and
technology  as  golems  in  their  books
The  Golem:  What  You  Should  Know
aboutScte;ncearrdTheGolematLarge:
What   You    Should    Know    about
Technology.

In  1964,  one  of the  founders  of
cybernetics  and  computer  science,
"orbect Wiener,  in  God  and  Golem,
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J7?c.   described  the  machine  as  "the
modem  counterpart  of the  golem."
According to Wiener, the golem legend
anticipated   the   problem   of   the
relationship  between  humans  and
machines, which Wiener identified as
one    of   the    central    challenges
confronting   contemporary  human
beings.   Soon  afterward,  Gershom
Scholem described the computer as a
contemporary  manifestation  of the
golem.  In  1982,  in  fpJz.cz.73g  fz/e,   a
presidential  commission  compared
developments in recombinant DNA to
the creation of a golem.

With recent developments  in areas
such  as  bioengineering,  reproductive
biotechnology,   computer   science,
bionics, robotics, artificial intelligence,
artificial  life  and  related  fields,  the
golem  legend  is  being  increasingly
understood as a relevant and powerful
metaphor   for   understanding   and
addressing the nature, ethical and pub-
lic   policy   implications   of   such
developments.  Classical  and  modem
Jewish texts relating to the golem may
therefore serve as a resource for theo-
logians,  philosophers,  ethicists  and
public-policy makers dealing with the
implications of these developments. h
what  follows  I  shall  identify  some
examples  of how and why this is  so.
However, before offering some exaln-
ples  of the ethical imphications  of the
golem legend vis-a-vis  contemporary
developments,  I  would  first  like  to
focus on two related issues. The first

is  the  development  of the  golem
legend. The second is the relationship
of the  golem  legend  to  the  story  of
Frankenstein.

In the first stage of the development
of the golem legend, in early rabbinic
literature that was further amplified in
subsequent  Jewish  mystical,  magical
and halakhic texts, the golem is usually
described   as   an   anthropoid-an
artificial creature in human form,  yet
devoid  of a human  soul,  speech  and
reproductive  capabilities.  Golems  are
usually depicted as having been created
from inert matter such as dust or clay,
and animated through manipulations of
Hebrew  letters   /zer3//ez.  %cz-oZz.j/ofJ,
often  including  the  Tetragrammaton,
the four letter name of God. In this first
stage,  golems  are  seemingly  created
for no practical purpose. Their creation
often merely serves to demonstrate the
mystical skills of their creator. h some
traditions,  creating  a golem,  whereby
the human creator shares in the divine
rapture  of  the  creation  of  life,  is
described as a profound experience of
communion  with   the   divine   and
participationinthemysteryofcreation.
In this  stage,  golems  remain passive,
mute and obedient.  Their existence is
usually  short-lived.  They  are  often
destroyed  soon  after  having  being
created.

B eginning in the eighteenth-century,
and    developing    into    the    early
twentieth-century, a second stage in the
dev.elopment  of the  golem  legend
becomes  apparent.  Building  upon,  as
well  as  incorporating  precedents  and
texts of the initial stage, a number of
new  elements  now  enter  the  golem
saga.  Initiating  this  second  stage  are
formulations of the golem legend that
coalesce  first  around  the  sixteenth-
century Rabbi Elijah of Helm and later
around his contemporary, Rabbi Judah
Loew,  the  Maharal  of Prague.  These
formulations   were   expanded   and
embellished      in      Rabbi      Yudel
Rosenberg's   1909   book,   Nz/7cz'of
A4lc!fecz7t¢J - a work that deftly combines
classical  texts  with the  author's  own
literary  fabrications  -  a  work  that
Yosef   Dan   has    described   as    a
masterpiece of modem Hebrew fiction.
Yet,  this work - once translated into
western  languages,  became  the  basis
for  many  modem  narrations  of and
variations upon the golem legend.

Three new features are introduced in
this second phase. The first is that the
golem is created for practical purposes,
e.g., to be a manual servant, to protect
the Jews from hostile attacks by their
enemies.  This  golem  is  described  as
having  extraordinary  physical  might



and prowess. A second new feature is
that a golem can run amok,  bringing
danger and destruction. In other words,
a   golem   may   not   only   provide
protection, but may also bring danger
and  destruction to  the very lives  and
property  it  was  created  to  protect,
including  its  own  creator.  Here,  we
have  the  emergence  of the  theme  -
quite pertinent to our own times, that
the very entities we create to help and
to protect us have the potential to harm
andtodestroyus-athemeverysimilar
to  that  found  in  much  of modern
science  fiction  literature  and  film.
Third, in this stage, though the golem
can become ,a danger and a menace, it
nonetheless always remains under the
control of its creator. When it threatens
danger and/or its power runs amok, its
creator    always    retains    control,
including  the  ability  to  destroy  or to
deactivate it.

In the third  stage,  however,  which
emerges  around  the  middle  of the
twentieth-century, the golem begins to
be depicted in art, literature and film -
mostly by  non-Jewish writers,  artists
and film-makers,  as an uncontrollable
malevolent creature which overpowers
both its creator and others whom it has
been created to  serve.  From obedient
servant, the golem becomes a powerful
master, a monster whose very creation
portends   inevitable   tragedy   and
destmction.

In this third stage, the golem seems
to   be   more   of   a   facsimile   of
Frankenstein' s creature than an heir of
golems  described  in  modem  or  pre-
modern  Jewish  literature.  Though
some  literary  scholars  claim  that  the
golem    legend    influenced    Mary
Shelley's  novel  Frcz7£4e72j'£ez.7?  and  its
numerous  sequels  and  spin-offs,  I
would suggest that there is no defini-
tive  evidence  to  defend  this  view.
Rather,  it  would  seem,  the  story  of
Frankenstein  influenced  some  recent
narrations  of the  golem  legend,  and
both  severed it from  its  Jewish roots
and distorted it. The historical relation-
ship between the golem legend and the
story  of Frankenstein is  not  simply a
footnote  in  literary history.  Rather,  I
would  suggest,  the  independence  of
these  two  epochs  from  one  another,
and the radically different views each
represents, proves  significant in deal-
ing  with  a  wide  variety  of  ethical
implications of recent developments in
science  and  technology.  These  two
epoch stories deal with similar issues,
but offer divergent responses.

The   story   of  Frankenstein  has
emerged  as  a  popular  metaphor  for
many recent developments in science
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and    technology.     For     example,
genetically modified food is popularly
described  as  "Frankenfood."  William
Gaylin's  provocative  1972  article  in
The  New  York  Times  Magazine  I:hal
stimulated and continues to influence
public   policy   debate   on   I.73   vz.Z7.o
fertilization and cloning was  entitled,
"The  Frankenstein  Myth  Becomes  a

Reality."  Describing  the  creation  of
"artificial life"  and virtual life-forms,
i.e.  computer  generated  life  forms,
physicist Doyne Farmer warned of the`Cbugaboo of Frankenstein," i.e. that the

scientist,  intoxicated  by  the  hubris
connected with the ability to create life,
will  proceed  unencunibered,  without
assuming    responsibility    for   the
dangerous and potentially catastrophic
outcomes  of an endeavour that could
destroy  property  and  lives.  It  is  not
coincidental    that    Mary    Shelley
subtitled Frankenstein as "The Modern
Prometheus."   She  understood  the
modem scientist, epitomized by Victor
Frankenstein, as a modem Prometheus.

Frankenstein  serves  as  a paradigm
for  those  who  oppose  many  recent
developments  in  bioengineering  and
reproductive  biotechnology  on  theo-
logical,  philosophical  and  ethical
grounds.  Such developments are often
characterized  as:  unnatural,  morally
odious,   playing   God,   inevitably
destructive  and  catastrophic,  practis-
ing what Shelley calls "the unhallowed
arts," acts of hubris, actions that fall to
accept their moral consequences. Such
depictions  found  in  Shelley's  novel
may also be found in views articulated
by the  Roman  Catholic  Church,  Pro-
testant   Evangelicals,   and   secular
bioethicists   such   as   Leon   Kass,
chainan of the U.S. President's Com-
mission on Bioethics.

The golem legend,  as  developed in
the first two stages already described,
i.e.  in  classical  and  modem  Jewish
literature, offers an alternative view to
that  represented  by  the   story   of
Frankenstein-an altemative view that
may be  applied to  a wide  variety  of
ethical issues. First of all, the creation
of  new  life  and  life-forms  is  not
considered  unnatural,  immoral  or  as
playing   God  by   classical  Jewish
sources.  For  example,  the  Talmudic
description of Rava' s magical creation
of a golem and of Rabbi Hanina and
Rabbi  Oshaia's magical  creation  of a
calf are not proscribed by Jewish law.
Rather,  they are  considered examples
of permitted magic. Second, though the
golem legend was not identified with
Rabbi  Loew  until  centuries  after  his
death, he does address the creation of
life-forms through mystical means  in

his whtings.  In Judah Loew's words,
"Everything  that  God  created  needs

completion   (%czs%Jcz773cz%)   and  repair

(#.faha7e)."  In  other words,  God began
but  did  not  complete  the  work  of
creation   (ma'aseh   bereshit).,   the
universe created by God is to be made,
i.e.  improved by human beings  (bcz7`¢
Jcz-crso£)  under  a  divine  mandate.  In
extending  and  improving  upon  the
initial creation,  human beings  imitate
God rather than  inpersonate  or play
God.  Through  such  actions,  human
beings  do  not  violate  nature.  Rather,
they extend nature. In Loew's words,
"Human beings bring to fruition things

not   previously   found   in   nature;
nonetheless,  since  these  are  activities
that occur in nature, it is as if they bad
entered  the  world  to  be  created".  In
other words,  God arrested the process
of creation before its completion. The
human task is to develop the potentials
of the raw materials in nature created
by  God.  Similarly,  the  fourteenth-
century    Talmudic     commentator
Menahem ha-Meiri wrote, "Even if one
knew how to create creatures without
natural procreation, as is known in the
books of nature, he may engage in such
activity,  since  anything  natural  is
permitted and not forbidden."

Third, the golem legend teaches that
not  only  technical  skill  but  also  the
wisdom to use it is required of creators
of golems.  We  must  not  only  ask
whether something can be done, but is
it wise to do it? It is not by coincidence
that in one spelling the numerology for
"golem"  equals  the  numerology  of
`wisdom"   (feo#¢773czfe,   i.e.   73).   In  his

co""er\taLry  on  the  Ethics  Of  the
Fcz£%ers  that  juxtaposes   a  human
person who acts like a golem to a wise
person,  Maimonides  characterizes  a
wise  person  as  one  with  clarity  of
knowledge  and purpose  as  well  as  a
highly  developed moral  and  spiritual
character. Part of such moral wisdom
is knowing when to create and when to
stop  creating,  and  refusing  to  sever
moral  wisdom  from  technological
know-how  as  many  contemporary
Prometheans have done. Fourth, there
is the rabbinic adage, "There is the bee
which  has  both  Honey  and  a  sting.
Should we forgo its honey because of
the risk of its sting?" In other words,
creativity entails risk, but does not-as
in Frcr7zfe72,szez.73 or in the views of some
contemporary  philosophers,  ethicists
and  scientists  -  entail   inevitable
catastrophe.  And  fifth,  the  golem
legend teaches that creators should not
bring  into  the  world  entities  which
carmot be controlled.  One reason why
golems     have     no     reproductive
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capabilities is so that they camot freely
multiply out of control. Now, let us see
how  some  of what  has  already been
noted can be  applied to  a number of
current  ethical  issues,  both  by  direct
application and by analogy.

The golem legend,  as articulated in
classical Jewish sources, describes how
new  life  and  new  life-forms  were
created  using  the  technology  then
available.  Consequently,  the  creation
of new life and new life foms that help
complete  and repair  creation  are  not
proscribed,   but  permitted  though
restricted.  For  example,  the  use  of
bioengineering  for  the  creation  of
weapons of mass destruction would not
be  permitted.  But,  beneficial  uses  of
bioengineering aimed at preserving or
maintaining health would be permitted
if not required. In this regard, it should
be  noted that most halakhists  do  not
consider the creation of such hybrids,
chimeras or transgenic creatures to be
a violation of the biblical prohibition
against  "mixing  seeds,"  i.e.,  fa7czj;I.77€.
On an historical and sociological note,
it  is  interesting  to  note  that  the  gut
reaction  of the  public  is  usually  to
respond  to   new   developments   is
bioengineering  and  reproductive  bio-
technology  with  fear,  opposition  and
moral revulsion.  But, when beneficial
results are perceived as emerging from
the employment of these technologies,
attitudes  often  change.  For  example,
when recombinant DNA began in the
early 1970s, it was largely opposed by
the  public  out  of  the  fear  that  a
bioengineered  pathogenic  organism
might  escape  from  a  lab  and  harm
people. But, when it was demonstrated
that  bioengineering  could  produce
synthetic insulin and other pharmaceu-
ticals   effectively,   efficiently   and
economically, attitudes began to shift.
A  similar pattern is  the  case  with  I.72
vz.fro fertilization. When the first "test-
tube  baby"  was  born in  England  in
1978,  I.7t vz.fro was widely condelmed
as  unnatural,  immoral,  playing  God
and  so  forth.  Today,  I.7t  vz.Z7.o  has  be-
come   almost   routine   in   human
reproduction clinics. It is also relevant
to this  discussion to note that both in
popular magazines  like  7"4f7  and in
less known halakhic journals, the test-
tube baby was analogized to a golem.

In  contemporary  Hebrew  "golem"
means a "cocoon." However, as Moshe
Idel  has  demonstrated  in  his  magi-
sterial  work  on  the  golem,  "golem"
denotes  an  embryo  in many  classical
Hebrew  texts.  One  may  couple  this
linguistic  fact to  discussions,  particu-
larly in halakhic literature, of the legal
status of a golem. While some like the
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Hasidic  master,   Gershon  Hanokh
LeinerofRadz)mmaintainthatagolem
bas the potential to become  a human
person in every respect, the dominant
halakhic view is that as long as a golem
remains a golem, it does not have the
status  of  a  human  person.  Conse-
quently,  destroying  it  is  not  murder.
This view,  it  seems to me,  has  direct
implications not only for abortion but
also for embryonic stem cell research.
If a human embryo or pre-embryo is a
golem, then it is not a human person.
This approach would reject the claim
of  various   religious   and   secular
bioethicists,  including the  President' s
Commission  on  Bioethics  which  has
declared  that  embryos  are  human
persons "like us."

TThen the fast "test-
tube baby" was born
in England in 1978,
in vitro wczs wz.c7e/y

condenned as
umatural, immoral,
playing God and so
f ;orth. Today, in vTito
has become almost
routine in human

reprodection clj,hics.
As  has  been  noted,  golems  are

created  by  means  of manipulating
letters  in the  Hebrew  alphabet,  parti-
cularly   the   four   letters    of   the
Tetragrammaton.  The  Jewish mystics
claimed  that  cracking  the  code  and
learning how to manipulate the letters
could  penetrate  the  mysteries  of life
and could provide one with great pow-
ers,  including  the  ability  to  heal
existing  life  and  to  create  new  life.
With  the  publication  of the  human
genome and with other developments
in  genomics,  this  abstruse  mediaeval
mystical  notion  has  taken  on  new
meaning  and relevance,  and the  con-
nection  between  "combining  letters"
and the genome - also represented by
four  letters  in  various  combinations,
has been explored, for example by the
Dutch  novelist  Harry  Mulisch  in  his
provocative  rlovel,  The  Procedure.
When  one  considers  various  similari-
ties between kabbalistic magic and our
present  and  anticipated  technologies,
the words of Arthur C. Clarke, author
of  many  works  of  science  fiction

including  "200J..  4  fpcrce  Oc7yrse};, "
come  to  mind:   "Any  sufficiently
advanced technology is  indistinguish-
able from magic."

Immediately  after  recounting  the
story of how Rava created a golem, the
Talmud tells us of how Rabbi Hanina
and Rabbi Oshaia created a small calf
by mystical and magical means -using
letter re-combinations according to the
medieval commentaries. Here, it would
seem,  we have  an anticipation of the
creation and production of genetically
modified  food.  Commenting  on  this
Talmudic  text,  Menahem  ha-Meiri
indicates  that  such  activities  are  per-
mitted,  and  that  creating  new  living
entities  through  asexual  reproduction
is  not  umatural.  This  observation  is
relevant   because   many   condemn
genetic engineering and cloning on the
grounds  that  it  is  both  intrinsically
morally  odious  as  well  as  unnatural
because  asexual  reproductive  tech-
niques are used.

According to the Talmud, the reason
that these  rabbis  created the  golemic
calf was because, being very poor, they
had no food for the Sabbath. Similarly,
the production of genetically modified
food  could  help  address  issues  of
humanhungerandvitamindeficiencies
among the populations of poor nations.
In  addition,  the  use  of genetically
engineered  plants  that  produce  their
own  insect  repellent  can  lead  to  the
reduction  of human-disease-causing
herbicides  that  also  destroy  the  soil,
and   cause   erosion.   In   addition,
genetically modified food is now being
designed  which  not  only  has  value-
added      vitamins      but      various
phamiaceuticals as well. There are also
plans to produce bioengineered plants
that break down pollutants and that can
be  manufactured  into  biodegradable
plastics  to  replace  non-biodegradable
petroleum-based plastics.

Despite  the  obvious  benefits  of
genetically modified foods, despite the
lack  of any hard  evidence  that  they
pose  distinct  health  risks  or hazards,
and  despite  an  awareness  of certain
health hazards of some organically or
naturally  produced  foods,  there  is
strong opposition to genetically modi-
fied foods in Africa, in Europe and in
certain  American  circles.  There  are
many economic, political and cultural
reasons  for  this  opposition.  But,  are
such  objections  defensible  in  cases
suchastherejectionin2002byZambia
ofu. S. grown food offered through the
United  Nations   to   help   alleviate
starvation among its famine devastated
population? The government of Zam-
bia  preferred  to  allow  its  citizens  to
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perish  rather  than  to  eat  the  same
genetically   modified   foods   from
America  consumed  daily by millions
of jinericans.

Part of the  objection to genetically
modified foods is rooted in the assump-
tion that natural is  always better.  An
example  is  Prince  Charles  who  is  a
vocal advocate for organic foods and
an  opponent  of genetically  modified
foods. Writing in the D¢z./y reJegrczpfe
in 1998, the Prince of wales stated that
scientists had strayed "into realms that
belong to God and God alone." Prince
Charles  reiterated  three  claims  com-
monly made by "naturalists":  (1) that
those who engage in genetic engineer-
ing usurp divine prerogatives; (2) that
genetic  engineering  is  intrinsically
harmful and inevitably destructive; and
(3) that the natural is always superior
to  the  "artificial."  From the  point  of
view  of  classical  Jewish  teachings
about the golem, each of these views is
problematic. First, because creation of
golems is not considered to be a usur-
pation of the divine prerogative. Like
the golem legend, genetic engineering
sees the world as "created to be made,"
where  human  beings  have  a  divine
mandate to improve upon and to  edit
that which  God had created.  Second,
the Frankenstein ngth that sees scien-
tific  and  technological  developments
as inevitably catastrophic, is not veri-
fled  historically  or  experientially.
Third, genetically modified food is no
less  natural  than  organic  food,  e.g.  a
genetically modified soyabean is still a
soyabean. Fourth, nature is not always
nurturing  or  benign  as  naturalists
would often like us to believe. Nature
can also be cruel,  destructive,  violent
and deadly. The natural world is "red
in  tooth  and  claw,"  imploding  stars,
typhoons and cancer; the natural world
is a tough neighbourhood and not the
Garden of Eden.

Without doubt,  one major factor in
the opposition to genetically modified
foods relates to the real fear that huge,
largely  American-based  corporations,
could  eventually  control  the  food
supply,   and  with   it  the   lives   of
populations  who  utilize  their  geneti-
cally  modified  seeds,  plants,  animals
and  agricultural  techniques.   Since
genetically modified aninals  are also
used in the production of phamaceuti-
cals,  reliance  on  these  products  also
impacts on the delivery of health care.
Already  corporations  have  placed
restrictions upon farmers' uses of their
patented  genetically  modified  seeds,
thereby  controlling  agricultural  pro-
duction. Penalties for patent violations
are  harsh  and  expensive.  Indeed,  it
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might be suggested that the 1980 U.S.
Supreme Court decision in Dz.cz773o7ed v
Cfec!4rczbcz7'fy    which    allowed    the
patenting    of   organisms    created
through  bioengineering,  opened  the
door for the  explosion of the biotech
industry and the eventual patenting of
bioengineered plants,  animals, hunian
tissue, and human genes - all under the
control  and  ownership  of huge  cor-
porations. Consequently, the real threat
from new developments in technology
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might  not  be  these  developments  in
themselves, but the power of the large
corporate  entities  that  produce  and
control them. This observation leads to
the notion of the large corporation as a
golem that has the potential to become
a  Frankenstein  monster  -  out  of
control,  dangerous  and  destructive.
hdeed, already in 1933, Justice Louis
Brandeis - a direct descendant of Rabbi
Loew of Prague, in I,ee v fz.gge#, de-
scribed  the  huge  corporation  as  a
"Frankenstein monster. "

A  golem  is  an  artificial  person,  a
person  without  a  soul.  In  Anglo-
American law, beginning with William
Blackstone' s classic  Co7727#e#£cz7'z.es' oJe
the Laws Of England, this is precisely
how a corporation is defined. I would
therefore  consider  a  corporation  as  a
contemporary  type  of  golem,  and
suggest that the resources  of classical
Jewish mystical and halakhic literature
that  deal  with  the  nature,  status  and
implications  of creating  golems  may
be applied to corporate ethics, particu-
1arly to the legal status of a corporation
and its potential and actual misuse and
abuse of the power it has been granted
by  its  creators,  by governments  who
charter  it,  and  by  the  courts  and
legislators who regulate its behaviour.

The seventeenth-century Rabbi Zevi
Ashkenazi    wrote    a    fascinating
7.espoj?£c/77? on the question of whether

a golem may be included in a 7#z.7!]/cz7z,
a quorum for prayer. Based upon sub-
sequent discussions  of this  7.expo7?sz/77e
by his  son Jacob Emden,  and by late
Hasidic  masters  such  as  Gershon
Hano]ch Leiner of Radzyn, Zadok ha-
Kohein of Lublin and others, I read this
7.espo72sc£77z   as   an   inquiry   into   the

question of whether an artificial per-
son can be granted the legal status of a
natural person. From this perspective,
it is relevant to  note that since  1886,
U.S.     Supreme    Court    majority-
decisions have granted corporations  a
variety  of constitutional  protections
andrightspreviouslyreservedfornatu-
ral  persons,  and  have  obscured  the
longstanding  distinction  between  a
corporation as an artificial person and
human beings as natural persons. Pre-
cisely because  of the  power  of huge
corpora.te  entities,  granting this  status
and  protection  has  allowed  corpora-
tions to exercise their power in such a
way that it traps the rights of natural
persons  while  simultaneously  falling
to hold corporations themselves culpa-
ble for crimes which they colnmit - the
same crines for which natural persons
would  readily  be  indicted,  tried  and
punished.  Ashkenazi's  view  that  a
golem should not be afforded the legal
status  and  protections  of  a  natural
person  may  be  applied  to  corporate
golems.  This  view  is  similar  to  that
taken by U.S.  Supreme Court justices
such as Brandeis, Renquist and Black.
A means of restricting the destructive
power of huge  corporations  could be
accomplished by reverting them back
to  a  golemic  state  and  status,  i.e.  as
artificial entities  and not even "artifi-
cial persons", rather than by extending
to  them  various  rights  of natural
persons  as  has  been  done.  Just  as  a
golem that has become destructive or
has   outlived  its  purpose  may  be
destroyed, in this view - so may corpo-
rations.

The  challenges  to  the  creator  of
golems in times past is now our daily
challenge: how to prevent the golems
we  have  created  to  help  us  and  to
protectusfromharminganddestroying
us.  How  to  prevent  the  golems  we
create  to  serve  us  from  becoming
Frankenstein monsters who control us
and become our masters .

RABBI   I)R   BYRON   L   SHERWIN   is
Distinguished  Service  Professor  of  Jewish
Philosophy and Mysticism at Chicago's Spertus
Institute of Jewish Studies. He is the author of
23 books and over 150 articles and monographs.
The present article is abstracted fi.om his latest
boo;I* Golems Among Us: How a Jewish Legend
Helps Us Navigate the Biotech Century ¢IVanTL
Dee Publishers, May 2004).
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BARRY HYMAN  IN  CONVERSATION WITH

ESTHER RANTZEN
Mother Of three, broadcaster, producer, author,

patron Of many chardies, campaigner f;or children
and pantomime star Esther Rautzen talks to

Barry Hymen about her career.
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Q. As  a  young  person,  you  were
inwolved with youth work  at  the
Liberal Jewish Synagogue.  Did this
infouence your  later  concern for
children?

A.  I don't think so.  I was confirmed at
the LJS, that was then the  equiva-
lent  of Bcz#72z./zi;ofe,  when  I  was  16
and have many family connections
with LJS.  My grandmother was one
of the very early members.   I went
to  religion  school  and  was  very
much part of the LJS family.  Youth
activity went up  to  about  20,  but
when I came back from University
there  was  nothing,  so  I became  a
founder  member  and  Chair  of a
group  called  `Phase  2.'    In  that
capacity  I  helped  set  up  another
group called `The Out-and-Abouts'
which thrives to this  day.   It's  for
disabled people and is non-denomi-
national. It gave me great experience
for later.

Q. Were you irrvolved in Jewish affairs
at Somerville College?

A.  No. By then I was an agnostic and a
thespian.   I  did  a  lot  of writing,
performing and directing.

Q. And  how  did  that  take  you  into
broadcasting?

A.  My experience in student revue was
in key with the  satire programmes
of the time and I was a contemporary
of some  of the  performers  like
Dudley Moore  and Michael  Palin,
so I got ajob as a researcher on Ned
Sherrin's series  `BBC3.'

Q.  Somerville  is  no  longer  an  all-
women college.   Do you mind?

A. Not  at all,  I'm  greatly  in  favour.   I
would be. My son is there.

Q.  Many people will remember you as
a reporter on  `Braden's Week.'   He
was  a popular  broadcaster.   What
was he like to work with?

A.  I  loved  working  with  Bernie.   He
was a brilliant, original broadcaster.
He was  actually quite  introverted.
Some performers  are the  same  off
screen as on.  Bernie was quiet, but
was a very good listener.

Q. This was the programme that turned
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you on to concern for the consumer.
A.  From  the  moment  I  started  with

Bernie I realised you could have a
fascinating  relationship  with  the
viewers - they would write to you
about their real  lives.   I  started  on
`Braden's   Week'  in    1968   and
`That's Life' ended in 1994 -nearly

3 0 years in consumer broadcasting.
I loved it.

Q. How   did  you   get   inwolved   in
Childline?

A.  With  so  many  child  viewers  on
`That's Life' we did an item on child

abuse.   We  opened  helplines  after
the  programme,  and  they  were
jammed with  calls  from  children
suffering  abuse.   It  was  an  eye-
opener that they would seek help on
a phone-line because they couldn't
get it any other way.  I realised what
an important adjunct it would be to
the  conventional  child protection
resources.   The  `That's  Life' help-
line closed, but we'd demonstrated
the  need.   The  experts  told  us  it
would be impossible to set up.   It's
still  on  a  funding knife-edge.   We
have to pay for the children's calls
- 4000 try to ring us every day.  We
know we save lives and help to bring
paedophiles  to justice,  but  at  the
moment we only have the resources
to  answer  about half the  children
who desperately need us.

Q. You opened Clore Shalom School in
Shenley, Herif ;ordshire, f or us.  How
well is  Jevvish  education doing fior
Jewish  children's  appreciation  of
their culture?

A.Religion  is  sadly  out  of fashion,
except  among  fundamentalists,  I
think their fanaticism is as danger-
ous as apathy.   It's a lot to ask of a
school  to  inculcate into  children
a belief that  perhaps  their  own
parents  don't share.  My husband's
decision  to  convert  made  him  the
observant one  in our family.  But I
believe my children should under-
stand their heritage,  and they were
all  Bar  and Batmitzvahed,  as  was
Desmond himself, alongside our son.

Q.  Did Desmond's decision to corrvert
affect your own beliofs?

A.  I pretended it annoyed me.  I said to
hin ` I've gone to all this trouble to
mary out and now look what you've

I    done!'   I  threatened tojoin  a  con-

vent.  In fact I was very touched by
Desmond's  real  religious  convic-
tion.  He believed in God and loved
the culture and family aspects.   He
was  a  very  good  Jew  and  it  was
important to him.

Q.What   is   the   most   satisfying
achievement of your career?

A.  `Childline'  is  the  most  rewarding
thing I've been associated with and
I'm deeply grateful to have had the
opportunity  of helping  create  an
important  weapon  in  the  fight
against  child  abuse.    It's  more
important than anything I've done.

Q.  Is there any particular person whose
advice and friendship you value?

A.  It   was    Desmond,    there's   no
question.   We  used  to  talk  six  or
seven times a day on the phone and
that's the voice I miss  intensely.   I
have  a  group  of friends  whose
advice I seek and a kind and brilliant
agent who is also a friend;  and my
children of course. They are twenty-
six,  twenty-four  and  twenty-two,
and  great  company  and  support,
although I bore them, as all mothers
do.  In both senses.

Q.  `Who's  Who'  quotes  `Recreations:
cLppearing in panto.' As?

A.  Principal Boy in `Dick Whittington.'
I did direct a kosher panto at the LJS.

Q. A i;avourite boolc?
A.  `Lord of the Rings' both as book and

film.  I gave it to Desi when we first
met.   He adored it.

Q. With  a happy fiamily  and a hugely
successful  career,  are  there  still
ambitions?

A.  Yes.   I've   had   such   luck   and
opportunity in my working life, I'd
like  to  put  something  back.   I'm
looking for that job I

ESTHER RANTZEN'S How Hove/, A Secret Life
is  now  available  in  paperback.  Donations  to
ChildLine can be made at 0870 242 0203.
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PIPEDREAM
INTO CONCRETE FACT

The North Western Reform Synagogue, Alyth Gardens, London NWll
is the Reform Synagogue at the heart of the `ghetto' -surrounded by Golders Green,

I:emple Fortune and Hampstead Garden Suburb.
Its original building was erected in the 1930s and the fiollowing is a

series of perspectives on its refurbishmelit.
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THE CHAIRWOMAN'S TALE

SEVENTY YEARS AGO  OUR
forefathers put up a building. We
grew  to  be  a  community.  Over

those years we have added and added.
We became a network of corridors and
peeling paint with, in addition, a derelict
woodenhuttakingavaluablepartofour
limited site.

We   have   a   large   and   thriving
community  and  most  money  is  spent
on programmes. The building became
neglected. Our boiler broke down with
increasing regularity; the electrics were
nearly dangerous.

Then  a donor gave  us  £350,000,  in
the best Jewish tradition, no names, no
strings. It started us thinking.

We were all horrified at the cost of
the  essential  repairs,  but  eventually,
painfully,  the  idea  of adding  to  that
cost  to  rebuild,   whilst  enormous,
began  to  be   seen   as  better  value.
Consultation was  of the  essence.  We
called  an  EGM  and  put  forward  our
ideas.   It  was  essential  to  take  the
community along with us,  so we had
numerous EGMs. And then, when we
had to move out for religious services,
we     consulted     again     and     the
community  chose  where  they  would
feel most comfortable.

Our  first  thoughts,  which  became
our guideline, were to  ensure that the
Synagogue  would  be  the  centre,  not
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only spiritually but physically, of every
activity that took place in the building.
This meant that the maj or restructuring
would take place  around it.  We  could
leave our beautiful windows  in place,
just  do   essential  modernising,  but
basically  the  Synagogue  would  look
and feel like home.

All   our   efforts   then   went   into
restructuring  the  old  and  decaying
sunounding parts.

To  raise  £2.5  million  is  no  mean
feat.   It  has  taken  immense  effort.
Whilst many people have criticised us
for    putting     a    building    before
programmes,  I  feel  confident  that  it
had to  be  a first  step  in  an  important
journey  into  our  next  70  years.  By
putting all this effort into our `home',
we  are  telling  our  children,  we  are
telling the world `We believe in Alyth.
We  are here to  stay.  We  are  a  strong
and vibrant  community that  can  cope
with temporary upheaval, because we
know   that   very   soon   all   will   be
forgotten and this new building will be
throbbing  with  people  and  Jewish
values' I

BRENDA  FREEDMAN,  Chair  NWRS,  z.a
married and has i;our children (three surviving).
She   trained   as   a  psychologist   and   social
worker,   specialising  in  counselling,  training
and  supervising  bereavement  counsellors`  She
leaves the Chair at NWRS in May 2004.

THE RABBI'S TALE

A¥n:g:a:.?:s:i:Ee:h:t:f:::i
his wife wanted to give the Synagogue
$500,000,  anonymously,  I  could  not
know where that would lead. As the gift
was   anonymous   with   no   strings
attached, the question was immediately
posed  as  to  where  we  should use  the
money: new classrooms, the sanctuary,
youth  hall,  an  area  for  our  senior
citizens? We soon realized that we could
use this most generous gift as a spring
board to a building project that would
allow us to  enter the 21St century "not
with a whimper but with a bang." But
this project required much more than
just architects'  plans.  Serious thinking
was needed as to what was  important
to us, focusing our minds on what to do
on what ended as a "limited" budget of
£2.3  million,  a  very  important  by-
product of this project.

Another  important  by-product  has
been  the  participation  by  so  many
people.  Fundraising,  a  committee  of
people  knowledgeable  in  the  area  of
property, construction and law, a move
out of the building, a place to pray over
the summer were all necessary, just to
name a few of the many aspects which
required members ' and staff assistance.
Here Alyth showed its strength. People
have  been  most  generous  not  only
financially  but  personally  with  their
time and knowledge.

The  building  is  now  almost  com-
plete  and  soon we will be  able to  see
the fruits of our labour. Was it all worth
it? That is the most important question.
I  was  surprised  when  a  number  of
important  members  of the  congrega-
tion, whose opinions I respect, said that
they did not agree with the project and
felt  that  if  we  were  going  to  raise
money there were  far better purposes
for which it could be used. Looking at
the building now,  I would like to  say
that they were wrong.  I would like to
but I cannot. Not yet, at least. The busi-
ness  of a synagogue is people and for
our reJEWvenated building to be more
than just an edifice complex on the part
of the  congregation,  we  will  have  to
fill  this  building  with  activities  that
represent  our  tradition  in  a  way  of
which not only we but future  genera-
tions will be proud .

RABBI CIIARLES EMANUEL, Se#z.or Rczbbz.,
is a graduate Of Hebrew Union College and has
previously  served  congregations  in  the  United
States and Leeds.

continued on next page
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THE
FUNDRAISER'S TALE

WtE:N:F#a?tF:st:i:::::£s;
anotherrebuildingprojectwhichwould
progress  so  far and not be  started let
alone  completed.  Stimulated  by  an
anonymous donation and a substantial
bequest  which  were  to  provide  the
catalyst for serious and in depth heart
searching and consultation throughout
the entire community, the idea gradually
became  a  reality  and  the  planning
process began in earnest.

When asked to head the fundraising
I   accepted  with   some  trepidation
notwithstanding  my  many  years  of
communal and fundraising experience.
Alyth  is  undoubtedly a dedicated and
committed  community  but  not  as
affluent  as  some  may  imagine  and
certainly    never    have    we    been
challenged  to  raise  several  million
pounds.   The   most   important   and
significant  factor  was  to  educate  and
involve  the  whole  commuiiity  in  the
entire process from the initial planning
stage  to  the  flnal  scheme  and  also  to
establish  a  spiritual  dimension  to  the
project  and  not  just  as  the  purely
physical renewal of bricks and mortar.

Many meetings and discussions took
place    with    all    sections    of   the
Synagogue  membership  so  that when
the fundraising commenced in earnest,
everyone felt that they had participated
in the decision making and thus had a
stake  in the project.  My own concern
was  to  make  sure  that  every  single
member, whatever their means, had an
opportunity to  contribute  in whatever
way they were able. Our campaign was
planned  accordingly  incorporating
personal  approaches,   a  variety  of
fundraising       events,       telephone
canvasses, a high holyday appeal and a
public relations  campaign to keep the
community   fully   advised   as   our
campaign progressed.

Our  target  was  to  raise  approxi-
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mately  £2.6  million  and  to  date  we
have  secured  £2.35  million, just  over
90%  -  a  magnificent  achievement.
More  importantly,  so  far,  something
like  70%  of  our  membership  have
contributed.

The  project  has  had  the  effect  of
bringing  the  Alyth  community  closer
together  and  even  the  doubters  have
been  converted.  The  new  Alyth  not
only provides greater and better space
and  lighter  areas  as  well  as  more
modem facilities for youth, the elderly
and other activities but it has created a
strong and united congregation which
has    responded    magnificently    in
creating an Al)th for future generations
in  spiritual  and physical  terms.  It has
been a privilege to participate and to be
part of such a family .

PETER  LEVY  OBE  I.s  a  gw!.e/ pfe!./a#frferapz`sf
who was responsiblef ;or the Ref arm Movemehi's
Sternberg  Centre  Project,  the  foundation  Of
Aliva  School  and  a  significa:hi  portion  Of the
funding Of Cystic Fibrosis research. Alyth is his
synagogue.

#
THE YOUTH

DIRECTOR'S TALE

T he  original  idea  behind  the
`Tekiyahproject'sproutedmany

years prior to becoming a reality.
Council after council shared the vision
of renovating Alyth  Gardens.  It was
thought that rebuilding the synagogue
would   inject   new   life   into   the
comlnunity. It would make the building
far more user-friendly and accessible.
It would create an ambience suitable for
enriching  the  Jewish  lives  of  our
members. It would offer the community
a sense of pride and enthusiasm.

There  were  numerous  benefits  to
change, but on each occasion in which
the    discussion    took    place,    the
underlying  incentive  was  the  need to
`build for the future, to provide for the

younger  members  of the  community,
to  give them  a space that they would
feel proud enough to  call home'.  The
emphasis was primarily on youth and
education, and the dream was to enable
our  young  people  to  enjoy  a  more
fulfilled Jewish experience.

And then one day it happened.  The
Synagogue council fmally accepted the
great  responsibility   of  rebuilding
Alyth,  and  of turning  the  vision  into
reality.   And  throughout  the  entire
process, I was reminded tine and again
that   `youth'   was  one  of  the  main
priorities. When the building work was
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The enphasis was primarily on
youth and edecation, and the

dream was to enable our young
people to enjoy a more fulfilled

Jewish experience.
eventually at an end, the provisions for
youth  were   indeed  impressive.   A
fantastic  purpose  built  youth  centre
hall, a separate arts and crafts area, and
a  teenage   `chill   out'   lounge   had
replaced the dark and dingy old youth
hall.  `ycz);'%z.  or -Let  there  be  light',
and I could immediately feel the energy
from that light filling the room with a
tremendous    sense    of   hope    and

meaning.
As Youth Director I was now faced

with the need to  demonstrate  that the
structural  changes  would  enhance  an
already  successful  youth  programme.
Part of me was sceptical - despite the
new  look of Alyth.  At the  end of the
day, what was really that different? The
space  available  for youth  was  not  all
that different, the structure of clubs and

TEKIYAH  -WORKING  GROUPS  STRUCTURE

• Council

Fund Raishg

Publiclty

®®®
Briefing  and
implementation

Removals
&  liaison with  all
other community

Furnishings
& artwork
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activity  groups  was  the  same  and  a
successful youth department is reliant
on   the    quality    of   services    and
programmes   offered.    Would   the
reke.)/czfe  Pro/.ecf  really  make  such  a
difference for the younger members of
the community?

It is only a matter of weeks since we
have moved back to Alyth. Even at this
early      stage,      I      can     sense      a
transformation.  There  is  a  brighter
atmosphere, a firm sense that youth are
the   essence   of  our  community,   a
renewed   awareness   of  our   `rczz.so7€
cJ 'GZ7~c '. The message from our younger
members is loud,  clear and straight to
the  point  `It  is  fantastic,  it  makes  us
feel very special!'  .

Srl:E:VE  WAX  is  a  graduate  Of  Birmingham
University  who  worked  as  a  residential  social
worker bef ore joining Alyth.

THE
ARCHITECT'S TALE

Project Tekiyah
- The Four Questions

THE QUHSTI0NS
A major building project asks  many
questions of a community.

The    four   questions   that   most
interested me  at the  outset  of Alyth's
Tekiyah proj ect were:
1.   Purpose

Could Alyth find a sufficient sense
of common purpose - some called
it a vision -to power the project?

2.   People
Could  Alyth  find  the  people  to
carry  out  the  project,  and  would
they be  able to  work together and
organise themselves  effectively?

3.   Programme
Could Alyth survive the three years
- or maybe longer - of effort and
disruption?

4.   Performance
Can a building project perform the
job of reviving a community?

THE SHORT ANSIVERS
1.  Purpose. Yes, just; 2.  People. Yes,

continued on next page
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just;   3.   Programme.  Yes,  just;  4.
Performance.  Don't  know  yet  but
there are some hopeful signs.

THE LONG ANSIVERS
1. Purpose

There was common agreement from
the  outset  that  the  physical  fabric  of
Alyth was in a poor state.  It was  also
clear to  all that  large  sums  of money
needed to be spent simply to keep the
building  and  the   services   systems
working.

That   was   more   or   less   where
consensus ended.

Some  members  held  the  view  that
the  basic  layout  and  design  of  the

It was a strain but the
Building Groap

worked hard to keep
things light-hearted.

building  were  fine,  others  that  we
should pull it down and start again.

Absorbing  those  opposing  views
whilst maintaining progress required a
good deal of effort.

One  strategy  was  to  convene  the
Vision  Group  in  the  early  months  of
the project. That group of some fifteen
congregants  and  staff worked  with  a
professional   writer   to   produce   a
narrative that described the  feeling of
the building some years hence.

Another  strategy  was just  pressing
ahead.

2. People
A project of this duration spanned a

couple  of  `generations'  of Executive
and   Council   as   well   as  two   chair
people.   Fortunately,  the   individual
working  groups  had  more  continuity
and the cell structure that was used to
organise  the  working  groups   (see
Diagram  1) was reasonably effective.

Equally  fortunately,  some  people
rose to  the  challenge.  Unsurprisingly,
some did not.

3. Programme
There  were  some  important  things

that we did before starting to design -
developing    the    Vision    booklet,
surveying the staff and the many user
groups  to  find  out  how  the  building
limited their activities, developing and
consulting  on  an  options  paper  that
looked at broad strategic ideas, ranging
from  basic  repairs  to  constructing  a
new shul on another site.

When we had sufficient consensus,
the project was designed, initially with
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the  help   of  an  architect,   Stephen
Greenberg of Metaphor  and then with
the help of our designerfuuilders, Ashe
Construction  Ltd.  We  consulted  the
congregation again.

The   building  phase   lasted  nine
months.   The   office   staff  and  the
kindergarten, as well as all user group
activities,  moved to  other locations  in
the neighbourhood. This also included
a  ten-week  period  when  the  Shabbat
services   transferred,    after   much
consultation, to the Hampstead Garden
Suburb  Free  Church  while  the  shul
itself was remodelled.

It  was  a  strain  but  the  Building
Group  worked  hard  to  keep  things
light-hearted.

We are now doing the things you do
after you've finished a project like this,
such  as  finding  out  who  still  has  the
stamina  to  continue  the  process  of
renewal, and paying off the overdraft.

4. Performance
Given that many members have been

involved  in  some  way  in the project,
there is a fair chance that it may have
some effect. Given that an almost equal
number of people have just let it all be
done for them, it may not.

Time will tell I

DAVID  BAKER  feczs  bee#  ar  77!e"ber o/.4/ryffe
f;Pro_ver12years.HewasmemberOftheTeklych
Building Group from its inception. He is a see-
on9?ry s?hool teacher Of Design & Technology
(although prior  to  that he was  an architect for
25 years).

•i:.

THE ACTIVIST'S TALE

IMUST CONFESS TO A CERTAIN
ambivalence  about  Alyth's  re-
building project.  On one hand, the

realities  of praying  and playing  in  a
crumblingedificewereonlytoofiniliar.
The   mornings   spent   swaddled   in
overcoats shivering our way througin our
Shabbat Fanily Leaming programme.
The  embarrassment  at  ushering  our
newly recruited Director of Education
into an office riddled with damp and rot.
Alyth, structurally speaking, was not the
loveliest of places. Even in the not-for-
profit sector the physical is becoming as
influential  as  the  spiritual.  Renovate,
rebuild is the current mantra.  But that
comes   at  a  price.  And  here's  the
dilemma, the other hand.

By  anyone's  reckoning,  the  sums
being  deliberated  at  Alyth  were  sub-
stantial.  In  the  same  breath  we  were
debating  cutting  education,  program-
ming and staff costs  in order to ward
off potential  budgetary  deficits.  And

all this when congregants were already
digging  deeper into  their  own  dimin-
ishing reserves and traditional backers
no longer had spare funds. In any event,
could we justify  such major expendi-
ture when,  in those turbulent months,
others  elsewhere  were  calling  on  our
cash for their survival?

In focusing on the bricks and mortar
debate  I  wondered  whether  we  had
forgotten what we were actually about.
Would  we  end  up  with  a  stunning
complex unable to afford to underwrite
its   heart   and   soul?   An   awesome
sanctuary   but   with   many   of  our
congregants still,  spiritually speaking,
uninspired? Was Tekiyah diverting our
energies from the real - and much more
difficult - task,  our vision for Alyth?

Proj eats like Teldych
aren't really about
raising the cash to

renovate cnd,
refurbish. They are

about leadership and
f ioresighi. They begin

not with architects
plans but with a vi,sion

Of a community.
However tortuous the debate, resolving
the  clad  or  not  to  clad  issue  (or  any
other  architectural  consideration)  is
child's  play  compared  with  working
out  how  to  motivate  and  provide,
spiritually, for a modem congregation.

Projects  like  Tekiyah  aren't  really
about raising the cash to renovate and
refurbish.  They  are  about  leadership
and  foresight.  They  begin  not  with
architects' plans but with a vision of a
community.

Tekiyah  required  a  huge  leap  of
faith. In the end, as a congregation we
took  the  plunge.  Whether  we  got  it
right,  and  whether  it  was  worth  the
investment   only  time  will  tell.   If
nothing  else,  Tekiyah  really  was  a
wake  up  call.  And  if when  the  dust
settles   we   have   got   half  way   to
rebuilding  and  re-inventing  ourselves
for the next few generations it will have
been a valuable exercise. We can only
hope that the building will be a match
for our aspirations .

TOBE ALEKSANDER I.s ffre #.a/fear o/})o#ng
cpildren and keenly involved in the life Of Alyrfh
G_a:dens,  thougl. not  particularly  with  Project
Tekiyah.
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QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Arme in 1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in  1948 to

form the Church  Commissioners. But the street which

proudly bears her name lives on, vigorously.
There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and surveyors all

practising their professions, all anxious to serve their clients
and to maintain the high standards which have come to be

associated with this well-preserved, dignified part of
Georgian London. We have practised here since  1951,

offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more

conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and the

calls for our professional help increase, reflecting the fiscal
and commercial complexities of the times: but the results

remain mutually rewarding.

LEIVIS GOLDEN & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone:  020 7580  7313   Fax:  020 7580 2179

Email:  fca@lewis-golden.co.uk

NEIL BENSON FCA     ANDREW Moss FCA
DAVID  EDWARDS ACA     GRAIIAM KINCH     STUART WEBBER ACA

ATII     KEITH  MITCRELL ACCA

CALDWELL & BRAHAM

Charie re d Accountants

84, Fetter Lane
Lohdoh,

EC4A 1 EQ

Telephone 020 7831 3481
Fax 020 7831 3485

Email Caldwell.braham@btopenworld[com
Web site \^/ww[caldwellandbraham]co.uk

Contact Brian Humphreys for information

Audit, accountancy and taxation services
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NEW ANGLES
FOR AN OLD TALE

Alexandra Wright

The Women's Seder Sourcebook:
RItuals and Readings for Use at the

Passover, Seder
Edited by Rabbi Sharon Cohen Anisfeld,

Tara Mohr and Catherine Spector
Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock,

Vemont, 2003, $24.95

The Women's Passover Companion:
Women's Refoectioris on the

Festival Of Freedom
Edited by Rabbi Sharon Cohen Anisfeld,

Tara Mohr and Catherine Spector
Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock,

Vermont, 2003,  $24.95

Passover: The FCLmily Guide to
Spirtwal Celebration, 2nd Edition
Dr Ron Wolfson with Joel Lurie

Grishaver, Jewish Ligbts Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont, 2003,  S l9.95

THE AUTHOR oF KofzE£Er,
Ecclesiastes,  would forgive me,
I hope, for this paraphrase of his

famous  verse:  "Of making fJczggrdo/
there is no end". For well might it apply
to  the  liturgy  of our Seczer nights  as
eachyearneweditionsofthef7czggedczfe
make their appearance to replace  last
year's  contemporary  interpretations.
Family, political, feminist, environmen-
tal, AIDS fJ&ggczdof arejust some of the
versions that have saturated the market.
Was it always thus? Did we always have
such  an abundant  choice  of different
editions and commentaries?

To  go  back to the beginning,  there
are very few extant manuscripts of the
complete  Hczggedczfe.  Two  complete
versions  can  be  found  in  the  text  of
prayer books, one compiled by Saadiah
Gaon in the tenth century, the other in
the  A4:czcfezor   yz.£7];  produced  in  the
twelfth century by disciples  of Rashi.
The  oldest  independent  manuscript
ffczggczdoJ go back to the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, retrieved from the
Cairo ge72z.zc%.  They are of the utmost
beauty in their calligraphy and illumi-
nation.

With the advent of Hebrew printing
in  the  fifteenth  century,  one  might
assume  that  the  printed  Hczggedczfe
would replace the manuscript versions.
By the year 1500, Jewish printers had
produced  Bibles,   tractates   of  the
Talmud,   Midrash,   exegesis,   legal
codes,  philosophy,  liturgy  and  even
poetry. But there seemed little sign of
the  printed  frczggrdczfe.  In  the  early
decades  of Hebrew printing,  we  find
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The H2yggzrdalh has been printed in
17 5 different places and translated into many

languages including Af rikaans , Kurdish and Latin.
You can download your Hnggzrdalh f rom Davha Writer

Dimensions, and read as many rubbishy commehiaries
as you like while surfing the web.

about six fJczggedof of which only two
or  three  are   separate  productions.
Surely there would have been a great
popular   demand   for   the   printed
fJoggedczfe? How did these few editions
meet    the    needs    of   the    Jewish
community?

Yosef  Hayim  Yerushalmi  in  his
fascinating  history  of the  illustrated
Haggadah,  Haggadah  and  History
suggests  that  the  advent  of  printed
fJczggczdof did not displace the writing
of manuscripts.  "In  many  areas  the
handwritten  text,  with  its  thoroughly
personal  quality,  was  still  considered
superior to the printed one. Among the
fastidious  there  was  a  certain  disdain
for that which was  "mass  produced,"
and in the ensuing competition it took
some    time    before    this     elitism
succumbed to the manifold advantages
of the new process."

This  elitism  continued  for  some
time.  Basing  his  figures  on  the  most
comprehensive bibliography available,
Yerushalmi  observes  this  pattern.  For
the  entire  sixteenth  century  only  25
fJczggczc7of are listed. In the seventeenth
century,  that  figure  increases  slightly
to 37. In the eighteenth century it leaps
to  234,  in  the  nineteenth  century  to
1,269.  And  in the  flrst  six  decades  of
the  twentieth  century  over  1,100  edi-
tions  of  the  fJczggedczfe  were  printed.
Today that number must reach several
thousands.  The  fJczggedczfe  has  been
printed  in   175   different  places  and
translated    into    many    languages
including  Afrikaans,  Kurdish  and
Latin. You can download your fJczggcz-
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dczfe  from  Davka  Writer  Dimensions,
and  read  as  many rubbishy  commen-
taries as you like while surfing the web.

You do wonder how these numbers
and the accessibility that we now have
to  create  our  own  fJczggedof,  might
affect  our  perception  of  this  very
special liturgy.  Can one ever have too
many    different    editions    of   the
Hczggczdczfe  or  too  much  commentary?
How  can  one  value  each  and  every
translation,  intexpretation or commen-
tary,  when the printed  or  indeed web
page  is  treated  like  a  commodity,
something to be bought or downloaded
and used until the next edition comes
along?

Every  editor  must  entertain  some
vain  hope  that  their  edition  of  the
Hczgg¢dafe will have something new to
offer.   And   of  commentaries   and
interpretations,  there  can  be  no  end,
because  we  live  in  an  age  in  which
literary  and  philosophical  theory  has
trumpeted its  own concerns,  eclipsing
the more elegant and aesthetic voice of
the texts and art they analyse.

Having said this, the second edition
of  Dr  Ron  Wolfson's  Pczssover..   Z73e
Family Guide to Spiritual Celebration,
is  a  great  improvement  on  the  first
edition.   The   synthetic   facial   ex-
pressions   in  the   black   and  white
photographs  have,  thank  goodness,
disappeared,  but  not  the  rather  ill-
tempered  "When  Harry  met  Sally"
dialogue between husband and wife ar-
guing  over  which  one  did  the  most
work to prepare the home for Pesach.
Do  we really need to  hear that Linda

Fife's  husband  cleaned  behind  the
washer and dryer or that Jerry Weber
had  to  go  shopping  for  Pesach  after
midnight  because  his  wife  had  gone
back to work? Haven't we lost sight of
the  real  significance  of Pesach  when
we  simply  compete  with  each  other
over whose silver has been polished, or
just how much cleaning and shopping
we have had to do?

Wolfson divides the frczggedofe into
four  `Acts'  - `The Beginning' - from
lighting   the   candles   to   fJcz   I,czfe777cz
47£)/cz,.  `A4oggz.d -The Tellings' -from
the four questions to the second cup of
wine;   `The  Feast'  -  from  washing
hands  to  the  third  cup  of wine;  and
`Flede;rn:ptiion'  from Sh 'f okh Hamatkha

to  the  fourth  cup  and  the  concluding
prayers.  Each part is clearly explained
conceptually  and  practically  and  is
rounded   off   with   a   section   on
innovations. Following in the footsteps
cjf hire own Shabbat: The Family Gu:ide
to  Preparing f;or  and  Celebrating the
Sczbbczffe,    Wolfson   has    created   a
comprehensive guide to the celebration
of Pesach with particular emphasis on
the  preparation  of the  home  and  the
creation   of   a   meaningful   Seder
ceremony.  One  of  the  hallmarks  of
Wolfson's work is his discussion with
`real'   families.  Yes,  one  does  lean

something  about  the  way  different
families  observe  their  Judaism,  but
there  is   something  self-consciously
egotistic   about   the   rather   bland,
meaningless  statements  from  this  one
whose  Bubbie  did  the  Seder  in  one

continued on next page
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way, and that one who always wanted
to  be  the  wise  son  and  typecasts  his
uncle as the wicked son.

The Family Guide is a, prodrct of its
time - a solid attempt to give Passover
meaning for our own age, together with
the  intrusion  of the  ordinary  man  or
woman    whose     voice     must    be
interleaved  and  heard  along  with  the
voices of Abraham or Moses, the Five
Rabbis or Elijah. Nothing of the text is
left to the imagination, no stone can be
left  unturned,  no  mystery  remain
unsolved.

The Women's Seder Sourcebook arid
The  Women's  Passover  Companion
offer many familiar feminist intexpre-
tations and readings, and plenty of new
insights.  For anyone planning a worn-
en's  Seder,  these  two  volumes  will
provide much material to add to one's
own  Hczggedczfe.  The  contributors  are
rabbis,  scholars,  writers,  social  work-
ers,  survivors, publishers - women of
different  ages  and  from  a  variety  of
Jewish  cultural  backgrounds.  Read-
ings, songs, poetry and interpretations
around  each  section  of the Hczggedczfe
i:n The Women's Seder Sourcebook o£-
fer  a  clear  feminist  reading  of  the
ffczggczc7czfe. The role of Miriam is given
special attention. While Elij ah symbol-
ises  the  redemption  of  the  future,
Miriam represents our past redemption,
her  presence  in  the  desert  sustaining
and helping to transfom her people. If
Elijah is  `extraordinary',  in the words
of  Marge  Piercy's  poem,   `Miriam/
brings  the  daily wonders'.  Innovative
liturgies,  some  from  earlier  women's
community  Sec7czrz.7„  are  included,  to-
gether with a complete version of the
song of Miriam found among the Dead
Sea  Scrolls  and  a  tenth  century  text
referring to a custom by which Miriani
was commemorated at the Seder along
with  Moses  and  Aaron,  based  on  the
verse  in  Micah  6.4:  `And  I  will  send
before  you  Moses  and  Aaron  and
Miriam.'

These  gems,  though,  were  few  and
far between.  There was practically no
attribution  in  note  form  and  it  was
disappointing and frustrating not to be
able to check sources or discover them
in their context.

The Women's  Passover  Companion
begins   not   with   the   text   of  the
Haggadah but with the women them-
selves   exploring   questions   about
freedom, oppression, spirituality, femi-
nism,  tradition  and  change.  Personal
experiences,  memoirs,  relevant politi-
cal  issues  become  part  of a  dialogue
with the texts of the Haggadah. Judith
Rosenbaum,  for  example,  notes  the
central command to remember, and yet
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the  Book  of  Exodus   begins   with
forgetfulness. "The new king does not
remember  Joseph,  and  it  seems  as  if
God  has  forgotten  the  Children  of
Israel" ®age 108). She continues: "The
tension  between  remembering  and
forgetting   in   this   story   calls   our

When we find the
broken piece Of

"atz;2Ih and bring
it together with its
other half we pray
fior the coming Of
the day when the

broken will be
made whole.

attention  to  the  incompleteness  of
history..."  She  links  this  observation
to  the  stories  of our  tradition  which
have been omitted and forgotten.  The
women of the Exodus are given a voice
-  Shifra  and  Puah,  Yocheved,  the
daughter of Pharaoh.  And  it  is  extra-
ordinary  to  realise  that  the  central
redeeming  figures  of  the  first  five
chapters of Exodus are all women, yet
not once are they mentioned in the tra-
ditional text of the Haggadah.

Sharon  Cohen  Anisfeld  asks  why
God does not respond to the suffering
of the  Israelites  until  they  cry  out  to
Him.    ``Is   God   unaware   of   their
suffering  before  this  point?  Is  God
indifferent  to  their  suffering?  This  is
the troubling aspect of the story, for we
carmot help but wonder where God was
when  slaves  were  being  ruthlessly
beaten and babies  were  being thrown
into the river to die" toage  130). What
Anisfeld  suggests  is  that  God  can't
respond  until  the  Israelites  become
aware    of   their    suffering:    "The
awareness of suffering is the begirming
of   longing,    and    longing   is    the
beginning of redemption. To cry is, at
some level - however inarticulate - to
reach  out."   But  she   also   cites   an
extraordinary  mz.c7rczsfe   from  Exodus
Rabbah   (2.6)   on  the   doubling   of
Moses'  name  at  the  burning  bush:

"Moses Moses". Here the Hebrew text

provides no stop equivalent to a comma
between  the  two  occurrences  of the
name Moses.  Why not? This question
may be  answered by the parable  of a
man  overloaded  by  an  excessively
heavy burden, who cries out all in one
breath,  "Somebody  somebody,  come
quickly, take this load off me!"

God is as dependent upon the Israel-
ites for help, as they are dependent on
God.   It  is  this  interdependence  that
"links  human  beings  to  one  another"

toage   131)  and  will  ultimately  help
transform our "weeping into song".

Lynn   Gottlieb's   jze/ecfz.o7zs   o#
Exodus    in   Light    of   Palestinian
Swjj7rerz.72g brings  to  light the  theme  of
redemption  which  runs  through  the
fJ¢ggedczfa.  It  is  perhaps  the  greatest
paradox,    and    the    most    painful
challenge  we must confront when we
celebrate  PeLsczcfe  each  year,  that  this

great  story  of our people's  liberation
from Egypt is freighted by the burdens
of demonization, exclusion, power and
violence.   "We   have   always   seen
ourselves  as  the  victims  in  the  story,
seeking relief from those who oppress
us.   Are   we   able   to   reverse   our
identification  with  the  weak  and  see
ourselves  as  wielders  of state  power
over a stateless  and exploited people?
Can  we  comprehend  that  history  has
given  us  a  new  task?  To  let  another
people go?" Gage 253).

Some argue that the central message
of the fJczggrc7afe is the imperative that
in  each  and  every  generation  we  are
commanded to see ourselves as though
we had come out of Egypt. Yet, what is
the  story  that  lies  at  the  heart  of the
fJczggedczfe?  It  consists  of  those  few
verses  from  Deuteronomy  26:5-8:   `A
wandering  Aramean  was  my  father'.
And where is the story in the traditional
fJczggczdczfe? It is, of course, absent. The
verses are broken apart, like pieces of
77?czZzcz¢,      and      interspersed      with
commentary and mz.drczsfe, but nowhere
is   the   story   told   in   a   coherent,
chronological   way.   The   absent   or
broken  story  is  a  powerful  metaphor
for  future  redemption.  When we  find
the broken piece of mcz/zc}% and bring it
together with its other half, we pray for
the coming of the day when the broken
will be made whole. And when we tell
the story of the first redemption during
our Pesach sec7czrz.77e, we must couple it
with that longing for a new story to tell
of future redemption .

RABBI ALEXANDRA WRIGHT, cz gradz/czfc
Of Leo  Baeck  College,  is  the  newly  appointed
senior rabbi  of the  Liberal Jewish  Synagogue,
St John's Wood,  London.
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Mazal Tov
A step towards
a happier future

Details from Ruth Green

Progressive
Jewish Marriage

Bureau
28 St John's Wood Road

London NW8 7HA

020 7289 8591

Email: mazaltov@ulps.org

Mazal Tov is non-profit making

:Ei:TBRAEE:5Rcj°EL*FSGHEE-DucAT|oN      ±

RABB.N.C COURSE
A five year programme leading to Rabbinic
Ordination.

HEBREW & JEWISH STUDIES
BA & MA (full and  part time)  studies available.
M  Phil/Phd  by research
Diploma in Jewish Studies ( 3 years part time)
Certificate in Jewish Studies ( I  or 2 years)
Occasional students welcome. Courses
include:  Bible,  Midrash,   Talmud,  Codes,
Comparative Religion, Jewish  History,
Philosophy,  Liturgy,  Prayer,  Life-Cycle.

EDUCATION

MA in Jewish  Education  (part time)
Advanced  Diploma in  Professional
Development: Jewish  Education  (part time)
Foundation Course for Religion School
TeaLchers

JEWISH LIFELONG LEARNING

Contact Gaby Ruppin for information on the
Community of Learners Programme

Sternberg Centre for Judaism, 80 East End Road,  Finchley N3  2SY
Tel: 020 8349 5600   Fax: 020 8343  2558  Email:  info@Ibc.ac.uk

Department of Education & Professional  Development
Tel: 020 8349 5621  Fax: 020 8349  5639  Email: admin@Ibc-cje.ac.uk

LBC-CjE Website: www.Ibc-cje.ac.uk
Principal:  Rabbi  Profiessorjonathan  Magonet, Vice Principal:   Rabbi  Dr Michael  Shire
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ARGENTINA IS AN AMAZING
and depressing place to be at the
moment. I have only been there

once, on World Jewish Relief business,
and I was moved and motivated by what
I experienced.

World  Jewish  Relief have  worked
there  since  2002,  in  response  to  the
economic crash of December 2001.  In
one  month,  two  successive  Presidents
resigned,  pensions  and  assets  were
frozen  and  the  peso  plummeted  to
record lows. The repercussions of this
are  still  being  felt  throughout  the
country  -  many  of the  middle  class
have become the  `New Poor'  - those
who were once middle to upper class,
and lost businesses, homes and security
in the crash.

World Jewish Relief has  supported
programmes  that  provide  hot  school
meals for those that cannot afford them
in  Jewish  schools  and  food  vouchers
for  clients  of welfare  centres.  Often
Argentinians   are   embarrassed   to
receive help, more used to being donors
than recipients.  The provision of food
is a perfect example. Food parcels such
as  those  we  provide  in  Serbia  or  the
Ukraine    were    too    much    of   an
admission  of poverty  for  Argentinian
clients to accept. Instead we now give
credit  on  a  specially  designed  credit
card.  A woman I met in the  Sephardi
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Resa Galgut

A woman I met in the
Saphardi welf ;are

centre, who received
free medication from
them, refused to take
the new warm shoes

that were offered. Her
expensive designer

pair, bought pre-200l ,
were disinctly shabby

cnd, worn but
represented too much

f;or her to give up.

welfare  centre,  who  received  free
medication from them, refused to take
the new waml shoes that were offered.
Her  expensive  designer  pair,  bought
pre-2001,  were  distinctly  shabby  and
won but represented too much for her
to give up.  It is nuances such as these
that make  each  community  unique  to
work with, and vital to understand.  In
Argentina, we wanted to add depth to
our  support  -  to  comprehend  the
situation,   assess  the  community's
response  and  find  ways  in  which  the
British Jewish community can further
assist.

From   this,   the   Time   for   Life
programme  was  born.  This  scheme
sends   volunteers   from   Britain   to
Argentina, Bulgaria,  South Africa and
the Ukraine, for long term placements
in  aid  distribution  and  community
development.  On their return,  we  ask
volunteers to act as advisers, educators
and    ambassadors    for   their   host
community.  Leonie  de  Bottom,  who
was the first volunteer accepted on to
the  programme,  has  just  returned  to
England.

RE;SA GA[LGUT` co-ordinates the Time for Life
programme  for  World  Jewish  Reliof  and  was
formerly the rrlzlzk:IIa.h Of RSY-Netz;er.

continued on next page
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It is this middle class that has been hit the hardest
by the econorhic and social orisis Of 2001.

Leohie de Botton

IJ¥S;:?t:mE::ur;T::::lcEh±o:#::
overseas  volunteer  programmes  in
Africa   or   Central   America   you
encounter  structural  and  desperate
poverty,  but Argentina has  not had  a
recent history of extreme poverty and
has had a very strong middle class. It is
this middle class that has been hit the
hardest  by  the  economic  and  social
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crisis of 2001. Many of these people are
now facing  a new reality - they  are
without jobs  or sufficient resources to
continue  living the  life to which they
had     been     used.     These     newly
impoverished  middle  classes  have
completely different needs to those of
the  `structural  poor'  and  require  an
appropriate  welfare programme.  The
economic indicators convey the extent
of the  crisis:  57.5%  of the  general

population live below the poverty line,
750,000 jobs  were  lost  last  year  and
162,000  small  businesses  closed  in
2002.  The  increase  in  poverty  has
measured 40% in the last two years.

I  have  been  working  with  another
volunteer,  Dan  Ozarow,  in  Buenos
Aires  for  the  American  Joint  Distri-
bution   Committee   (JDC).   This   is
supported by World Jewish Relief and
from  what  I  have  seen,  the  JDC  has
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responded  quickly  and  efficiently  to
the sudden poverty that has hit so many
of the 200,000 strong Jewish commu-
nity.  The  nulnber  of beneficiaries  of
the JDC's programmes exceeds 36, 000.
Not only are basic welfare needs met
in nationwide social assistance centres,
by  giving  food,  medicines,  clothing
and housing support, but emotional and
practical  support  is  offered to  enable
people  to  regain  their  independence.
At the Ariel Job Centre skills training
is  offered,  amongst  many  other  serv-
ices,  to  better  equip  professionals  for
the workylace.

I have been working on a number of
projects:  from  sorting  and  classifying
donated medications in the community
pharmacy,  teaching  English to  unem-
ployed  professionals,  escorting  older
people,  working  in  a  donated  clothes
deposit  and  managing  a  computer
project.  This  used  young  volunteers
from  a  technical  secondary  school  to
teach  their peers  from  a  local  shanty
town.   In  return  I  have  been  over-
whelmed     by     the     warmth     and
friendliness of people and by the way
they wanted to help us feel at home and
enjoy  our  stay.  Beneficiaries  of  our
project  also  want  to  give  something
back, as many used to be the givers and
not the receivers and want still to con-

Two Of the biggest
and oldest

synagogues have
made the gradeal

transitj,on from
Orthodox to Masorti
as both communities
were not attracting

youth to their
services. In the
A4czsorzz. shuts,

services are extremely
lively and spiritual,
with lots Of singing
and participation,

siddurim z.7c fpcz7cz.sfe

and Hebrew.

Volunteers in the shanty town: Brian, Rodrigo and Martin.
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tribute as much as they can. This com-
munity solidarity is shown in a network
of volunteers that is 2,000-strong.

Even  so,  many  are  depressed  and
feel  helpless  but  others  respond  with
pragmatism. One of my students at the
Ariel Job Centre where I teach English
was  the  Managing  Director  of  an
important  agricultural  products  com-
pany. When the company was declared
bankrupt at the end of 2001, he had to
support  a  family  with  no  income.  In
order to  make  ends  meet he  has  sold
off valuables in his home. He has also
had to reconcile himself to the fact that
job  opportunities  for  the  over  50s  in
Argentina are few and he may have to
rely  on  support  for  the  foreseeable
future. So, like many others, he is con-
sidering a move to Israel.

On  the  religious  front,  there  is  no
United synagogue, but there are plenty
of  Masorti  sfet{/s   and  the   Chabad
movement  is  also  strong.  Two  of the
biggest  and  oldest  synagogues  have
made  the  gradual  transition   from
Orthodox     to     Masorti     as     both
communities were not attracting youth
to their services.  In the  Masorti sfecj/s,
services   are   extremely  lively   and
spiritual,   with  lots   of  singing   and
participation, sz.dda/rz.in in Spanish and
Hebrew.

At the time of writing, the economy
seems to be stabilising, the number of
families requiring welfare assistance is
levelling   out   and   several   of  our
students  at the Ariel  Job  Centre  have
got jobs in the past few weeks alone I

LEONIE DE BOTTON feczs/.zjs/ re/wr#ed;om
her Time fior  Life placement in Argentina,  and
has  grown  up  in  the  Reform  Movement`  Her
background  is  in  youth  and  intergenerational
work.

•,+t.

Resa Galgut adds:

Leonie and Dan have surpassed our
expectations  during  their  placement.
They have provided skills, aid, comfort
and hope to a variety of our clients, and
in return they have been welcomed and
adopted. They have truly been a credit
to  World  Jewish  Relief,  and  we  are
immensely  proud  of everything  they
have achieved.

Sadly, there is still much need within
the Jewish community of Argentina. If
you feel you would be able to help, or
if  you  know  anyone  who  would  be
interested  in  Time  for  Life,  please
contact me on 020 7691  17711
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refreshing to find a Leo Baeck College
student,  Tony Hammond,  expressing
dismay  that  seemingly  "spirituality
should have become  an  alternative to
religion".

In the Winter 2004 issue, Rabbi Dow
Marmur   draws    attention   to    the
Christian   origins    of   spirituality:
"Unlike   Judaism   it   (Christianity)

distinguishes between flesh and spirit".
Echoes of Leo Baeck who epitomised
the   differing   natures   of  the   two
religions,  the  one  Classical,  the  other
Romantic.   Not  until  the  religious
debates   of  the   16th   Century   did
Hebrew  deem  it  necessary  to  find  a
term,   racczcfej€z.);wf,   for  something  that
had  no  part  in  mainstream  Jewish
philosophy.

In  his  contribution  to  the  sym-
posium,  Rabbi  and  psychotherapist
Howard   Cooper,   listed    ways   of
encountering   spirituality:   through
nature, music, art, literature, the study
of Torah  -  but  only  in  a  reflective
way.  He  translates  the  S7ze772cz,  "Learn
to listen Israel" omitting what is to be
listened  to.    The  implication  is  that
attention should be directed to the irmer
self,   the   quest   for   awe   and   the
numinous, rather than the 7%z./avoz that
ensue from the belief in .4do72czz. ecfecrd,
the  Unity  of  God.  Allowing  for  the
constraints of space, it is surprising that
a  summary  of  spirituality  nowhere
mentions God. To achieve spirituality,
it appears, requires a narcissistic focus
on the self.  Therapy may well require
this  but  it  is  surely  the  antithesis  of
normative Jewish teaching.

The  writings  of  Abraham  Joshua
Heschel, he says, are a major influence
on  Rabbi  Cooper's  own  spirituality.
On paige  2:96  Of  `God  In  Search  Of

A4cz7? ',  we  find  a heading,   `fpz.rz.f"cz/z.fy
z.s   7!of  ffee   wa);",   Heschel   tells   us,
"Judaism  is  averse  to  generalities,

averse  to  looling fior  mec[ving in life
detached from doing... Man's power Of
action is less vague than his power Of
intention...   action has intrinsic mean-
ing...  The  act  of  giving  food  to  a
helpless child is meaningful regardless
Of whether or not the moral intention is
presehi.„

For   Heschel,    a    sense    of   the
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numinous,  that  may  be  derived  from
nature, music, art, and the nurturing of
one's  powers  of  wonderment,   are
important aids to the religious life but
in themselves they are not enough. He
underlines the point with a vivid simile:
access to the spiritual beauty of music
requires that it be played on physical
inst"meITts. ``For the Jew the `mitzvot'
are the instruments  on which the holy
is carried out. "   (lb±d.)

Dr Leo Baeck, when asked about the
disparity of personal religious experi-
ence between one person and another,
responded  that  some  are  fortunate
enough  to   be   religiously  musical,
others are not. For the Jew, whilst the
spiritual dimension is to be valued, re-
ligious   action   is   the   path   to   an
authentically Jewish lifestyle.

If we are fortunate enough to be so
attuned,  moments  of spiritual  insight
may help us on the journey. But, if they
cause  us  to  focus  principally  on  our-
selves,  they  may  well   lead  us  to
mistake the trees for the wood and con-
fuse  self-righteousness  with  genuine
piety.

Among  the  gems  of  traditional
wisdom  found  in  our sz.czde/r,  we  find
the epigram:

"To  start  with  oneself but  not  to

end with oneself".
Spirituality  should  perhaps  carry  a

`Government  Health  Waming':   one

should be very careful to avoid becom-
ing  so bound up with the romance  of
the  "start",  that  the  down-to-earth
reality, "not to end", is forgotten.

Raymond Goldman
Edgware, Middlesex

ii:it.

Sir,

I
SOUL TO SOUL

LIVE  IN  THE  WAIKATO,  IN
central New Zealand.  In my area
there are is a group of Jews, mostly

expatriates of one sort or another. There
is  no  synagogue  otherwise  I  would
probably go and sit quietly at the back
from time to time. The organization that
does exist finds me regularly paying my
subscription and never attending events.
I find difficulty with the unconditional
and uncritical  support  for  all  things
Israeli and with the tendency to look for
anti-Semites under the bed. This is not
my experience in this country, I mostly

find people curious and intrigued by my
Judaism.

My Jewish upbringing is that com-
bination  so well  known to those  with
parents  from  poor  beginnings  in  the
heart of the East End.  Our household
was  observant  and  committed  -  my
parents  were  founder  members  of
Wembley  Liberal  Shul.  But  commu-
nism precluded a belief in God.

I regularly receive a copy of A44AV4
sent from Britain by my father, Henry
Clifford, when he has finished reading
it. I was taken by the discussion about
spirituality   and  by   Lionel   Blue's
valuing of his life's journey with all its
ups   and   clowns,   as   the   valuable
resource it actually is.

My spirituality was honed by a long
illness when I was sufficiently desper-
ate to pray and by life experiences that
regularly  made  my  parents  tear  out
their hair. In my pain, I lost enough of
my  protective  layers  to  allow  in  the
miracles of the universe that are avail-
able to us all if we choose to look. The
help that came was not always from a
Jewish God, but I realized that my God,
who is a loving God, does not need to
be confined to any one religion.

Now  spiritual  connection  is  my
privilege as I meet others soul to  soul
in my  work  as  a psychotherapist  and
have  the  honour  to  walk  alongside
them in their distress. I experience God
in  the  connection  we  create  together
and God within me as I put aside my
usual prejudices and stereotypes to see
people as they truly are.

I  experience  my  spiritual  self,  the
joy in my heart and tears in my eyes, as
I walk my dog along the magnificent
Waikato River and put out my tongue
to taste the drops of dew on the ends of
the buds that are opening.

I  experience  a  spiritual  connection
when, having decided to tell my father
that  I  loved  him  at  the  end  of every
phone  conversation  across  the  world
and getting ``hrrunphs" from his  end,
he recently said "I love you very much"
and I cried.

The copies of A44AV4 keep coming.
My father is an old man now. A while
ago he asked me if I was proud of bin.
I  announce  to  the  world  of  Jews,
through  the  pages  of A44IVN4  that
indeed I aln and that irreligious as he
would like to think of hinself, he is a
compassionate,  generous  and  truly
spiritual man.

I wonder who will send me copies of
A44^IAZ4  when  he  is  gone?  Who  will
remind me that I am still a Jew to my
core?

Paula Clements
New Zealand
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William Wolff

THE  SURPRISE  TURNED  TO
shock   as   I   saw   the   Jewish
panel  of an  exhibition  meant  to

create understanding of the world` s ma-
jor religions`.  Kindly the  organisers  so
presented .the  Michelangelo  head  of
Moses  as  to  cut  off its  homs.  Below
came the pictures  of today's Jews..All
had straggly beards and shoulder length
side locks. And my reaction rapidly es-
calated   from   tbe   critical   to   the
scandalised.

Critical of the laziness of taking th?.
cliche option. Our charedi -ultra ortho-
dox   -   brethren   do   indeed   make
themselves  deliberately look different',
while the appearance of the rest of us is
indistinguishable from our fellow work-
ers, shoppers or disco dancers. But they
are  a  tiny  minority,  less  than  on.e  per
cent of world Jewry. I became incensed
when I  considered the  effect  it would
have on school parties in an area where
no Jew has been seen for three genera-
tions. We are making a totally new start.
And by visiting schools,  and receiving
in our prayer room a stream of school
parties that never dries up, we tell them
that Jews are not from Mars, Venus, or
the Western Wall. But that our kids are
no different from them.

Nor do I wish to give my own members
who  are  struggling to become  comfort-
able with their Jewish identity, the idea
that only Charedim are "authentic."

So I went to the organisers with the
request that the three offending pictures
be changed to show modem Jews, say ,
scrutinising  a  scroll,  or  tasting  the
charoset at Seder.

They refused.  They still insisted that
Charedin were  "typical".  And pleaded
that it would cost too  much to  change
them.  At which I told those who were
due to.host t'he exhibition, the cathedral
in  one  town  and  the  town  hall .in  the
other, of my misgivings. At the cathedral
there was no discussion. The show. was
banned instantly.  At the town hall,  the
Lord Mayor got involved. And with ex-
quisite courtesy and utter clarity told the
organisers, headed.by the Catholic theo-
1ogian  Hans  Kueng,  he  would  love  to
host  their  exhibition  -  once  it  was
changed.

In  an  age  where  the  image  is  the
message and anti-Semitism is becom-
ing  socially  smart,  church  and  town
accepted that it is explosive to present
Jews through the distorting clich6 of a
fringe    sect,    however    curly    its
sidelocks.

#

THE  ONLY  DIFFERENCE  IN
tbe    crowds    pulled    in    by
Mel Gibson's violent depiction of

the  last days  of Jesus  along the  Baltic
coast to those that flocked to see it along
the Atlantic and Pacific was in size. A
protestant friend walked into one of the
local  cinemas  on  the  second  day  it
showed the film. Apart from himself, he
counted four others in the  auditorium.
The  film  was  talcen  off after  a  week.
And none of the thousands who stayed
away was making a point about Jews,
Jesus, Gibson, violence or the New Tes-
tament as history. Like the bulk of the
population,  they are  atheists.  And just
not interested in Jesus.

#

THE  SMARTEST  DINNER  OF
the   season   was   held   in`  the
dining  room  of the  grand  ducal

castle,  a six minute  amble  away  from
my flat in our modest community cen-
tre. From the local Prime Minister down
we had all coughed up 40 Euros to raise
cash for a fund to provide needy chil-
dren with a fi.ee midday meal. After the
smoked  halibut,  four  gents  in  bowler
hats sang and wiggled to us in the style
of the  Comedian  Harmonists,  whose
popularity in Germany I could explain
that night no better than any other night.
And as the whipped cream and vanilla
sauce came round with the cherry tart,
you  could  have  heard  an  After  Eight
drop  as  the  lady  organiser  tested  her
microphone to armounce the grand total
the dinner had raised.

The princely sum of 3,500 Euros, she
proudly  proclaimed,  the  equivalent  of
about £2,300. To which fortune a local
bank had chipped in 500 Euros and an
insurance  company  400.  As  everyone
else clappedjoyfully, I had to stop shak-
ing my head in disbelief. And all I still
want to do is to put the well coiffed lady
onthenextplanetoLondonwithaticket
to  any Jewish  charity  do.  If she  could
muster in East Germany just a fraction
of Anglo Jewish generosity, she would
be serving caviar in her soup kitchen.

*
NEXT  FESTIVAL  IN  TIH

calendar    comes    to    redeem
Jews  of their  most  hurtful  libel

against themselves. Shavuot proves that
food plays a negligible role in sustaining
Jewish life. The only special observance
linked  to  that  festival  is  the  eating  of
dairy foods.  And that is precisely why
this feast is now in imminent danger of
dropping out of the diary of most Jews.
For we have miserably failed to elevate
cheesecake from a munch into a ritual.

*

EVERY    ISRAELI    I    MEET
sprays me with a stream of Ivrit
the  moment  I  am  "outed"  as  a

rabbi.  I  break  the  embarrassed  silence
that follows with an  explanation that I
may know my biblical and rabbinic He-
brew, but require no Ivrit for my work in
Anglo  Jewry,  where  I need plain Eng-
lish, or nco-German Jewry, where I need
Russian. For that is the way with Jews.
We speak the language of our country.
Just as Israelis do. And their country and
ours are not the same.

#
RE I AM  STANDING ON A

Kensington  street  comer,  in  the
middle  of  a  long  farewell  to  a

ffiend who  is  about to vanish into  a £5
keep fit class. A red car speeds round the
comer, brakes ..hard, and disgorges an el-
egant  young  woman.  She  runs  straight
towards me. As she gets near, she lifts her
arms, throws them round my neck, gives
me a kiss, and asks me how I am. Before I
can tell her, she is already ruining back
to  her  car  to  roar  off before  a  lurking
meter maid can stick a ticket on her wind-
screen.

My  ffiend  stares  at me  in  speechless
amazement. "Just a young woman I mar-
ried recently,"  I  explain.  Or as  my  one
-time  boss  and  still  grievously  missed
friend Rabbi Hugo Gryn used to correct
me with such severity as he could muster:
"You  have  never married  anyone.  You

merely officiated at her wedding."

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  i.a  ffae  regz.67ta/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served  congregations  in  Wimbledon,  Brighton,
Reading,  Milton  Keynes  and  Newcastle  upon
Tyne.  He  trained  at  Leo  Baeck  College,  and
started in the rabbinate as con assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.



THE STERNBERG  CENTF}E  FOF= JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
TheSternbergCentreforJudaism,situatedat80EastEndFload,Finchley,attheheartofLondon'sJewishcommunity,
is the largest Jewish  religious,  educational and cultural centre in  Europe.

It is the home of Britain's Beform Movement, the Leo Baeck College -Centre for Jewish  Education, Akiva School
and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. The centre provides many programmes and amenities, including a
library,  bookshop,  caf6,  biblical  garden  and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.

THE STRUDEL CAFE
Open from 8.30am - 5.30pm
Telephone 020 8349 5712/11

FtsGB  CONFEF}ENCE
June 25th -June 26th 2004
An  invitation to all for Jewish  Living  and  Learning  at
Leicester  University.
Telephone: 020 8349 5646
email:  conference @ FleformJudaism.org.uk

JEWISH  MUSEUM  EXHIBITION
EAST END -WEST END
March - October 2004
A  revival  of the  popular exhibition  chronicling Jewish
life  in  London's West  End. This  exhibition  was first
shown in  1994 and was one of the most successful
ever staged at the Jewish  Museum,  Finchley. This
exhibition,  and the Jewish  Museum's permanent
displays, will give a chance to compare  East End and
West End experiences - and allow for plenty of
nostalgic  memories!
For full details and accompanying  events:
Telephone 020 83491143
Email:  enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

LIVING JUDAISM JOURNEY TO  POLAND
The  Living Judaism  Initiative  invites you to join  us on
another of our inspirational  `Jewish Journeys'.
POLAND -   `Two very different stories'.
Led by Jeremy Leigh and Julian  Besnick
July 21st to 29`h 2004
A `Jewish Journey' to sites connected with some of the
most painful  moments of Jewish  history... And beyond,
to those sites whose sweet memories have been
forever covered by pain.
The trip aims to be Serious and Social,  Inspiring and
Engaging,  Thoughtful  and  Experientjal.
Sites  include  Krakow, Auschwitz,  Galicia  including
Kotz and  Kazimierz Dolny, Warsaw and Treblinka.
There will be a possibility to extend your stay to
explore family links  in  Poland and/or Lithuania.
For more  information:
Tel: Annie 020 8349 5646
annie.simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk

MHS  LUNCHTIME  RECITAL
Thursday from  1.15pm -2pm
Date to be announced.
For further info call June Lewis, Tel:020 8349 5724

LEO BAECK COLLEGE -
CENTRE  FOR JEWISH  EDUCATION
THE  SHIUF3
Study the Torah with the finest teachers and students
Themes from the  Book of Leviticus and  Numbers
Spring  Semester.
Telephone:  020 8349 5600

LEO BAECK COLLEGE -
CENTRE  FOR JEWISH  EDUCATION and
RAPHAEL JEWISH  COUNSELLING  SEF}VICE
Judaism and  Psychotherapy Lecture Series.
May to July 2004, Wednesdays at 8pm.
At The Sternberg Centre.
Tel:  020  8349  5600  Email:info@lbc-cje.ac.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE -
CENTRE  FOR JEWISH  EDUCATION
F3egina Jonas  Memorial  Lecture
"Worldly Jewish Women:   A Possible Model
"We must use what we have to invent what we

desire" -Adrienne  Pich.
Babbi Sheila Shulman on
Thursday 6th May 8pm at Liberal Jewish  Synagogue
St John's Wood: Tel:020 8349 5600

WEST LONDON SYNAGOGUE   and
LEO BAECK COLLEGE - CENTRE FOR
JEWISH  EDUCATION
Present The Annual Van  Der Zyl  Memorial  Lecture
Sunday 23rd May 2004 7.00-9.00pm
Given  by  Babbi  Michael  Marmur
Happiness inside the State:
Towards a Liberal Theology of Israel
Please register with Chani Davies at WLS
Tel:  020 7535 0272/c.davie@wls.org.uk
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